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Abstract
The usage of smartphones is nowadays ubiquitous. Their simultaneous support for long-
and short-range communication has enabled the deployment of opportunistic, device-to-
device networks, which exploit human mobility to enable and facilitate communication
and content exchange among peer devices. Devices connect to each other without human
intervention, potentially with the assistance of the cellular network provider. The under-
lying network topology constantly changes, depending on the mobility patterns of the
participating mobile devices. Mobile devices support various technologies for discovering
their location; GPS is very accurate but it works only outdoors and is power-hungry,
whereas location discovery based on nearby announced SSIDs and/or the current cell ID is
less accurate but power-friendly. Indoor localisation is much more challenging; approaches
that are based on inertial sensors and dead reckoning, along with deployed beacons and
pre-calculated signal strength maps have been proposed.
In this thesis, we develop GeoHawk, a routing protocol for dense mobile networks that
support opportunistic communication and content dissemination among mobile devices in
crowded events.
The driving use case has been the Grand Mosque, the largest mosque in the world
located at the heart of the city of Makkah in Saudi Arabia. During the Ramadan and Hajj,
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the Grand Mosque can get extremely crowded, with anticipated number of visitors close to
2.5 million, after the current expansion work is completed.
The proposed protocol incorporates a novel distributed localisation technique that can
be used in conjunction with the protocol, when GPS is not available. GeoHawk deals
with the very high density of users/devices by heavily aggregating routing information
using Bloom filters. Identifiers of mobile devices that reside within specific geographical
regions are disseminated in the network in the form of Bloom filters. Said geographical
regions are dynamically created and destroyed; their size evolves to reflect the uncertainty
in the topology, due to mobility and potential inaccuracies of the underlying location
estimation mechanism. Bloom filters are also decayed to reflect information ageing.
Devices exchange routing information with their neighbours and announce aggregated
information (i.e. Bloom filters) in messages that propagate towards specific directions
and reach distant areas of the opportunistic network. Data is then disseminated (and
replicated through a simple but efficient ticketing mechanism) towards directions where
the information about the existence of the destination node is stronger. Upon reaching the
best-known region for the destination node, a message is either flooded, if the belief that the
node resides in the region is strong (as indicated by a belief threshold), or, in the opposite
case, redirected to a randomly selected region. The distributed localisation algorithm is a
novel synthesis of existing techniques, including Pedestrian Dead Reckoning, estimated
location sharing and particle filtering. Our approach can provide reasonable errors in the
estimation, which allow the routing protocol to effectively deliver messages to destination
nodes.
We evaluate GeoHawk using extensive experimentation in the ONE simulator. We
have developed mobility models that approximate the user behaviour in the targeted use
ix
cases and communication environments. We have experimented with a large variety of
configuration parameters that affect the behaviour of the proposed protocol and recorded
its performance in terms of message delivery ratio and latency as well as induced network
overhead. We show that the GeoHawk’s performance is superior to baseline protocols,
namely Epidemic, PRoPHET and WSR.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The usage of smartphones is nowadays ubiquitous. Their support for long- and short-range
communication has enabled the deployment of opportunistic, device-to-device networks
[25][26]. Mobile phones support simultaneous connectivity to the Internet, through cellular
or Wi-Fi communication, and to other devices in their proximity, through Wi-Fi Direct and
Bluetooth. As a result, they are able to form wireless networks with other nearby devices
opportunistically, while being connected to (and accessing the Internet through) Wi-Fi
access points or cellular providers [108][115].
Opportunistic, device-to-device networks exploit human mobility to enable and fa-
cilitate communication and content exchange [21][82][66] among peer devices, which
comprise the opportunistic network. Devices connect to each other without human inter-
vention, potentially with the assistance of the cellular network provider [32][120][87]. The
underlying topology of the formed network is subject to constant (and often rapid) changes,
depending on the mobility patterns of the participating mobile devices.
2Opportunistic connectivity can be used by mobile devices to form meshed network
topologies in order to increase the aggregate bandwidth present in the network [31][114],
which, in turn, can be exploited by exchanging messages through different paths [79].
Collaborative downloading, where mobile devices download parts of files and exchange
them with other neighbouring devices is also enabled [37]. Internet service providers may
also benefit by offloading network traffic [32][63] or caching popular content [87] to an
opportunistically formed device-to-device, edge network.
Equally important, device-to-device, mobile edge networks can support network com-
munication and content dissemination when the network provider is unable to offer Internet
access [115][24][98]. This may be the case for very crowded events, such as football
matches, large music festivals, public demonstrations or religious gatherings. In such
scenarios, it is very common that only a limited number of mobile devices can access
the Internet, therefore the formation of such opportunistic networks is crucial to support
collaborative communication.
Moreover, device-to-device networks can be crucial in scenarios where the network
infrastructure is non-existent, such as in rural areas in developing countries, or inaccessible
due to natural disasters (e.g. earthquakes, tsunamis etc.) or terrorist attacks. Such
opportunistically formed networks may be the only means for communication for citizens
that may be in danger or require evacuation instructions.
Finally, mobile users may want to form collaborative, device-to-device networks that
operate independently of the Internet providers’ networks, for preserving their privacy, due
to government censorship or when the underlying network infrastructure is not trusted.
FireChat1 has been used for device-to-device communication in protests in Taiwan, Iran,
1http://tinyurl.com/ogsz75o
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Iraq, and, in very large scale, in Hong Kong, where more than 100,000 new sign-ups were
recorded in under 24 hours and 800,000 chat sessions since then.
1.1 Problem Statement
In this thesis, I focus on scenarios where opportunistic networking is required to support
communication and content dissemination among mobile devices in crowded events. The
driving use case has been the Grand Mosque, the largest mosque in the world located at
the heart of the city of Makkah in Saudi Arabia. During the Ramadan and Hajj the Grand
Mosque can get extremely crowded due to night prayers or because it is the last visited site
during Hajj [27, 69, 109, 93]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the density of the crowds in various
areas within the mosque.
Figure 1.1 Crowds at the Grand Mosque [5].
As a result of the mosque’s capacity and the density of the crowds, supporting network
connectivity between devices or to the Internet is extremely challenging [69, 124]. Such
network connectivity is crucial for obvious security and safety reasons. Access to cellular
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networks is by definition very problematic given the number and density of mobile users.
On the other hand, the deployment of Wi-Fi access points, which is undergoing, would
only provide partial and potentially intermittent connectivity.
The architecture of the Grand Mosque is shown in Figure 1.2. Its doors are open all day
long throughout the whole year. Visitors can engage in different activities and rituals that
involve movement [4]. Currently, during peak days, the mosque hosts more than 40,000
people per hour (6-8 individuals per square meter), exceeding the initial allocated capacity
[109, 93]. To deal with the large number of crowds, providing a secure and safe experience
to all visitors, expansion work that will increase the total designated area (including the
outdoor arena) to 400,000 m2 and overall capacity to 2.5 million visitors is currently being
undertaken [123, 27]. All existing structures in the wider area are constructed of metal and
concrete which has known ramifications regarding the deployment of Wi-Fi access points.
Figure 1.2 The Architecture of the Grand Mosque.
Mobility patterns. Visitors are generally free to roam within the mosque, although they
are expected to observe the protocol when it comes to specific religious rituals, such as
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prayers. During Ramadan these activities become more intense and there are additional
prayers, each one lasting approximately two hours. Visitors usually come at an early hour
to find a good spot; some arrive at the time of the sunset prayer, others arrive later in the
night, while some people in the last ten days even stay in the mosque devoting themselves
to worship. Eid comes at the end of Ramadan and are extremely crowded (see Figure 1.3).
Figure 1.3 EID prayer at the end of the Ramadan.
Communication environment and constrained resources. The studied network envir-
onment has a unique set of characteristics which call for a novel approach for supporting
efficient communication among devices. First, the physical space is extremely crowded
with mobile users that freely move within a geographically confined area. Mobility is gen-
erally low; users move slowly, often in groups and they can be stationary for long periods
(e.g. praying or resting). Access to the Internet is considered to be very intermittent. The
existence of Wi-Fi access points could provide specific parts of the network with Internet
access (and coarse-grained location information) but connectivity would be problematic
given the large open areas and the concrete walls. Location services are also considered to
be intermittent given that users may reside indoors or in covered areas for long periods.
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Some kind of indoor positioning system may be in place, but this could only be assumed
to be providing location services to mobile users at specific points in the network.
Mobile users may be in the area (and therefore part of the network) for periods that
range from some hours to a few days, therefore battery is a precious resource. Any
networking substrate for supporting opportunistic, device-to-device communication should
be designed with energy consumption minimisation as a primary objective, along with
sensible requirements for CPU and memory. The network overhead for successfully
delivering messages to recipients is a very important factor, too; given that the network is
extremely crowded, one should be very careful when it comes to extensively replicating
or, worse, flooding messages in large areas, as this could result in a massive amount of
messages and the inevitable collapse of the network.
Wider applicability of the proposed research. Although the main ideas explored in
the context of this thesis were inspired by the above-described use case, the undertaken
research is directly applicable to a range of communication scenarios that share sim-
ilar characteristics with the one presented above; namely, very crowded, geographically
confined areas, low user mobility and intermittent access to the Internet and location
services. Such scenarios include large public demonstrations, music festivals and sports
events. During the past decade we have witnessed a large number of massive protests
against governments. For example, massive crowds (reported to be up to a million) were
gathered in several occasions in Hong Kong (Figure 1.4) and South Korea (Figure 1.5).
Other notable crowded events include the million man march (1995) [122], the promise
keepers march (1997) [122] and the women’s March in Washington DC (2017) [107].
Large crowds were also gathered for the royal wedding of Prince William and Catherine
Middleton. Approximately 1 million people were gathered at two locations in London for
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the occasion (Figure 1.6)) [65]. Large music festivals are also extremely crowded events.
The Glastonbury festival is nowadays attended by around 175,000 people that stay in a
large but confined area for five days cellular (Figure. 1.7) [35]. The World Culture Festival,
one of the largest festivals in India, was designed to host 3.5 million people in an area as
large as six football fields[76].
Figure 1.4 Example of an application scenario: protests in Hong Kong [75].
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Figure 1.5 Example of an application scenario: protests in Seoul [71].
Figure 1.6 Example of an application scenario: crowds cheering for the royal couple at
Buckingham Palace [65].
The presented use cases share communication characteristics and challenges of a dense
slow mobile opportunistic network (as discussed in the next section). Our research aims at
tackling these challenges, therefore being applicable for all these use cases.
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Figure 1.7 Example of an application scenario: Glastonbury tent city and the crowds [35].
1.2 Challenges
The problem space into which we lay our research presents a number of significant
challenges, which we briefly describe below.
Application requirements and mobility. Message delivery cannot be generally guaran-
teed given the changing network topology and lack of stable end-to-end paths (and relevant
state) (see network characteristics below). However, it may be crucial in many application
scenarios (e.g. natural disasters, terrorist attacks or sudden evacuation) to ensure that
messages do make it to their destination; a destination being another network device or
groups of devices residing in the same broader region. The time it takes to deliver a
message to its destination is also important for said application scenarios.
Users in the targeted communication scenarios move, but mobility is generally low (see
Section 1.1). Nevertheless, the underlying network topology constantly changes, therefore
there is a need for mechanisms that propagate changes, refresh the local state of each
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node and make older information obsolete. Additionally, location discovery is required
to both support the underlying routing algorithm but also to provide users with location
information which may be crucial for navigating large and crowded areas, especially in
emergency scenarios.
Device resources. Modern mobile phones are very capable devices in terms of processing,
memory and storage resources. They support various long- and short-range communication
technologies, which, in turn, provide different capabilities in terms of transmission rate
and range. Battery life is a major concern; intense processing and memory access and
frequent exchange of messages could result in rapid battery depletion. In our use cases,
users may have to be in the same confined geographical area for a prolonged time-period
with limited access to charging facilities. Moreover, given the very large number of user
devices, it would be problematic to store per-device state for at a global level for routing
purposes, even for today’s mobile devices; instead aggregation would be required.
Modern devices support a range of technologies for location discovery, GPS being the
only feasible option for the targeted scenarios, given the required accuracy levels. GPS is
particularly energy hungry (if constantly on) and network deployment could also include
indoors areas, therefore a collaborative localisation approach would be ideal. GPS could
be periodically used to provide an upper bound in the location estimation error; indoors
beacons could be used for the same reason. Exchanging location control messages with
neighbouring devices and exploiting energy efficient processing for dead reckoning and
internal state filtering would replace frequent GPS sampling and indoors mobility.
Although the underlying network technologies support high data rates, user mobility
puts a limit on how much data two devices can exchange. As a result, control messages
for both localisation and routing algorithms should be kept to a minimum so that regular
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messages can be exchanged. This, in turn, limits the routing and localisation state that can
be exchanged between two devices.
Network characteristics. In our communication scenarios, the network topology consists
of a very large number of nodes that move. No node in the network has or could possibly
have a complete view of the whole network topology. The size of the network calls for
aggregation, which is reminiscent of IP Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) (see
Section 3.2.3). Additionally, the topology changes due to user mobility, therefore it is
essential to support mechanisms that periodically refresh routing state in devices’ memory,
End-to-end connectivity between any two devices is in most cases possible due to the
large number of devices, and, therefore, available network paths, although establishing
per-session state to mobile devices would be extremely challenging (see also device
resources above), Long-range network connectivity (celullar or WiFi) and Internet access
are intermittent or non-existent, which also severely affects devices’ location discovery.
Network bandwidth for device-to-device communication, in combination with low mobility
(see user mobility above), do not pose any significant constraints on the size or frequency
of exchanging control messages. However, energy consumption is a crucial aspect that
influences the design of localisation and routing mechanisms in that respect (see device
resources above).
Privacy. Privacy is an important aspect of any protocol and algorithm design that cannot
be overlooked. User location and mobility patterns are sensitive information that should be
anonymised or obfuscated. This way users should be able to locate and send messages to
other devices if they know their identifier or an (algorithmic) way to get their identifier.
Routing information should also be based on identifiers that do not reveal any sensitive
information.
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1.3 Contribution
The core contribution of this PhD thesis is GeoHawk, an opportunistic routing protocol
for very dense, mobile networks. GeoHawk is efficient and effective in comparison to the
state of the art protocols in terms of message delivery ratio, latency and induced network
overhead. This is achieved by a unique and novel synthesis of mechanisms discussed in
Chapter 3. Geohawk can operate under uncertainty with respect to the location of mobile
devices, enabling deployments where GPS is not always available or battery life is very
important. We extensively discuss the limitations of existing routing protocols, and identify
a number of significant challenges present within our problem space. Moreover, we
contribute a distributed, collaborative localisation mechanism that is based on pedestrian
dead reckoning, location exchange and particle filtering (as described in Section 3.4).
We have developed simulation models for GeoHawk and the accompanying collaborat-
ive localisation mechanism in the ONE simulation [48]. Additionally, we designed and
developed mobility models that enable us to evaluate the performance of GeoHawk (in
comparison with the state-of-the-art) in realistic scenarios. More specifically, since we
have observed that our case study and a range of communication scenarios (including large
public demonstrations, music festivals and sports events) share similar characteristics in
terms of density, mobility, network size and accessibility, we decided to adopt a generalized
mobility model, which supports a festival-like movement where mobile devices gather at
different (pre-specified) areas for a specific amount of time. Various events may be taking
place simultaneously and a number of devices can be moving from event to event within
the broader area (for more information see section 4.2.4).
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We have extensively evaluated GeoHawk in a number of network scenarios and com-
pared its performance against the Epidemic [112], PRoPHET [60] and WSR [2] protocols.
We have investigated the baseline performance of all protocols in a mobility-free scen-
ario in order to understand their behaviour and the various parameters that affect their
performance. We have then evaluated their performance when mobility is present in dense
deployments that mimic large-scale festivals in open areas with a variable number of
events. We have investigated an extensive set of parameters that affect the behaviour
and performance of GeoHawk, including the network density and associated number of
mobile devices, frequency of exchanging routing information, size of routing tables and
region characteristics (lifetime, size, and decaying). We have investigated how replication
through the proposed ticketing mechanism and message redirections affect the message
delivery ratio and induced network overhead. Finally, we evaluated how localisation errors
affect the performance of GeoHawk when the collaborative localisation mechanism is in
operation.
1.4 Thesis Structure
In Chapter 2 we present relevant research to the proposed protocols and mechanisms and
highlight the novelty of our proposals in contrast to the presented related work. We focus
on relevant work on geographical routing in opportunistic mobile networks and identify
limitations with respect to the scale of the network and assumptions about underlying
localisation services. Past work on localisation of mobile devices using inertial sensors
and dead reckoning is also presented.
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In Chapter 3 we present GeoHawk with its two distinct routing phases. In the first
phase, a message takes a (replicated) random walk that is biased towards the geographical
area that the destination is believed to be residing (see Section 3.3.1). Biasing takes
place when a device holds more accurate routing information than the one carried along
with the message. A fixed number of tickets is used to replicate a message whenever the
walk of a message needs to be biased towards a geographical region that is in a different
direction to the current one (as presented in Section 3.3.3); this significantly increases
the geographical coverage of routing without inducing any significant overhead. Upon
reaching said geographical area, a message is flooded if this belief is strong enough, as
defined by a configurable threshold (see Section 3.3.2). In the opposite case (where the
system believes that the destination doesn’t resides within an area) a new random walk is
attempted. Messages are discarded according to a Time-To-Live field that they carry. We
also describe how devices build and maintain their routing tables by directly exchanging
routing information with their neighbours and disseminating routing advertisements that
contain aggregated routing information towards randomly selected directions in the network
(Section 3.2). Then we describe the proposed collaborative localisation mechanism which
can be directly integrated to GeoHawk; the proposed mechanism integrates particle filtering,
dead reckoning and exchange of location information to provide sufficiently accurate
information for dense opportunistic networks. The proposed mechanism can be used on
its own in scenarios where users need to report their location to each other in crowded
events or to rescue/security services in natural disaster or terrorist attack scenarios. When
integrated with GeoHawk, the location uncertainty, as calculated by the localisation
mechanism, is expressed as part of the uncertainty of the exchanged routing information,
which uses regions instead of points when defining the local knowledge of a device about
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its neighbouring nodes. This, in turn, results in weaker routing information when biasing
random walks.
In Chapter 4, we discuss the Key Performance Indicators for GeoHawk, the different
parameters that influence its behaviour as well as extensive experimental evaluation, which
includes performance comparison with the state-of-the-art protocols, namely Epidemic
[112], PRoPHET [60] and WSR [2]. In our evaluation we also study the impact of network
density and mobility models on the effectiveness and efficiency of our research proposals.
We evaluate a simple model (where we emulate the error) as well as our collaborative
localisation approach and explore the effect of localisation inaccuracies in routing messages
within the opportunistic network (Section 4.5.3). We also look at how the size of the local
state kept at each device affects the performance of both mechanisms. Finally, we conduct
an analysis for all major configurable parameters in our proposed mechanisms.
Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation by discussing the key findings of our research and
suggesting ways forward in opportunistic routing in densely populated mobile networks.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Mobile Network Architectures
In this section we discuss routing protocols for mobile, device-to-device networks and
identify their limitations with respect to the studied network environment. Before doing so,
we briefly discuss relevant network architectures along with their main characteristics.
2.1.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs)
MANETs are infrastructure-less, wireless networks where devices can move, therefore
the network topology constantly evolves. Devices act as mobile routers, collectively
managing and updating routing tables, and are responsible for forwarding information to
other devices. Mobility is assumed to be low and nodes are within a few hops of each other,
therefore mobile devices are able to maintain routing information for routable, end-to-end
paths in the network.
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MANET protocols can be categorised as proactive and reactive [20]. In proactive
protocols, such as OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) [36] nodes maintain up-to-date
routing information that reflects the network topology. This is achieved by frequently
exchanging routing information, which comes at the cost of high network overhead. Unlike
proactive routing protocols, reactive protocols such as DSR (Dynamic Source Routing)
[39] and AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector routing) [83] instantiate the route
discovery process only on demand, resulting in a higher latency but lower network overhead.
All these protocols will only operate successfully in environments where the existence of
end-to-end paths is guaranteed. In the opposite case (i.e. proactive routing), routing fails
and packets are excessively dropped until a path can be discovered and established. Given
the context of this thesis, we will not be discussing MANETs in more detail.
2.1.2 Opportunistic, Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN)
Opportunistic, Delay Tolerant Networks are designed to withstand extensive delays and
frequent connectivity intermissions. The earliest research is dated back to 1998 studying the
development of Interplanetary Networks (IPNs) [1], which aimed at establishing deep space
communications. It was quickly discovered that other network environments share similar
characteristics to IPNs (i.e. long delays, unavailability of end-to-end connectivity and
unknown network topology), therefore opportunistic networks have become a prominent
research area.
Opportunistic, mobile networks [25][16][26] can be severely constrained in terms of the
availability of computing, memory and energy resources at mobile devices. The potentially
high mobility results in intermittent connectivity and constantly evolving network topology.
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End-to-end paths cannot be assumed to exist among all devices at all times. These requires
buffering of packets and may result in potentially long delays in delivering messages.
The DTN architecture [25][16][26] suggests the implementation of a bundle layer
within the IP Stack of a DTN device, as shown in figure 2.1. This layer provides features
(e.g. custody transfer and store- carry-forward scheme) that address the issue of intermittent
connectivity, while supporting the interoperability between different networks. The bundle
protocol embedded within this layer deals with message bundles rather than individual
packets (i.e. it groups small data packets into a large bundle before transferring is initiated).
Each bundle is provided with an Endpoint Identifier (EID), which identifies a receiver.
Given the lack of a stationary network topology, the process of binding an EID to a specific
bundle can happen not only at the source but at any time during the bundles’ lifetime (late
binding). As a result, each node compares its own ID against the EID of a received bundle
and decides whether they both match. A matching address implies that the current node
is the final recipient of this bundle. The main characteristics of an opportunistic network
architecture are briefly described below.
Application
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Figure 2.1 DTN protocol stack [49].
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Opportunistic networks support a flexible naming scheme; each node within the net-
work is allocated with a unique identifier. Addresses enable the dissemination of inform-
ation to intended recipients. As mentioned earlier, mobile devices use these addresses
to identify the recipient of bundles. Opportunistic networks route and deliver bundles
that are larger in size compared to packets in regular networks and include additional
information in their headers in an attempt to improve their delivery ratio; i.e. additional
information can enhance routing and assist in both scheduling and buffer management.
Both IP and bundle protocol headers (e.g. custodian EID, timestamp, lifetime) are included
within each bundle. These fields enable various features such as priority routing and packet
disposal (i.e. packets are disposed of when the value of the respective lifetime field expires,
preventing unnecessary queuing and buffer depletion). Furthermore, extension blocks such
as security-specific ones may be added/removed during transit to enable/disable security
features, such as authentication, message integrity and confidentiality [97].
The nature of opportunistic environments suggests the importance of sustaining high
message delivery ratios within the network. This is achieved through custody transferring,
which allows delegating the delivery responsibility from one node to another once a
consensual agreement takes place[25][16][26]. After receiving the delegated packet, the
custodian node then persistently stores the message in its buffer until it is able to transfer the
packets’ custody to a suitable candidate. In situations where the possibility of encountering
other nodes is low, the custodian node takes on the responsibility of delivering the packet
to its destination [25][16][26].
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2.1.3 Opportunistic Routing
Routing is a fundamental component of any network infrastructure, the objective of which
is to exchange and maintain routing information that enables nodes to forward packets to
their destinations efficiently and effectively. As discussed above, mobile routing protocols
that assume the existence of end-to-end paths (e.g. AODV [83] and DSR [39]) would
inevitably fail in an opportunistic network environment. Instead, opportunistic networks
follow a “store-carry-forward” routing scheme, where nodes may store data packets upon
receiving them, before subsequently forwarding them to other nodes[25][16][26]. This
inevitably induces extra latency in delivering messages to their destination(s). Network
routing in the context of mobile opportunistic networks can be categorised as deterministic
or dynamic[100].
Deterministic routing. Deterministic protocols adhere to the expectation that a networks’
topology should be known and available to network nodes. Reliable or predictable inform-
ation about the network state (i.e. links’ availability and nodes’ future mobility patterns) is
exchanged in order to discover and establish optimal paths. Protocols classified under this
category (oracle, link state space time, and tree based protocols) can work efficiently in
environments with predictable movement patterns [100].
Dynamic (Stochastic) routing. In many opportunistic network environments, mobility
patterns cannot be known or predicted. Dynamic networks assume no knowledge of
the network topology, movement or connectivity models[100]. Instead, protocols rely
on replication and flooding to relay messages within the network. Much research has
been done over the last decade [10][49][126][127] exploring various dynamic routing
mechanisms (e.g. -of driven categorise from [10] are- epidemic, history, model, coding
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and flooding based protocols). Dynamic routing is also the main focus of this thesis. In the
overview below, we follow the taxonomy introduced in [10].
Opportunistic routing protocols could be divided in unicast, multicast, anycast and
geocast protocols. Below we discuss the most prominent protocols for opportunistic
networks, focussing on unicast protocols. We identify and examine their limitations that
our research aims to tackle.
Multicast  Anycast Unicast 
Figure 2.2 Unicast, Multicast and Anycast routing.
2.2 Unicast Routing Protocols
Unicast routing protocols in mobile, opportunistic networks enable point-to-point commu-
nication between mobile devices using unique endpoint identifiers for mobile devices (see
figure 2.2). Unicast routing protocols can be classified in topology- and position-based
protocols[67].
2.2.1 Topology-based routing
Topology-based routing protocols [10] exploit a node’s environment, collecting the neces-
sary metrics to select a suitable candidate for delivering a message to its destination. The
selection decision relies either on local or global information. Exchanging and maintaining
information locally promotes scalability, while maintaining global information provides
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an overall view of the network, which potentially improves the protocol’s performance.
The first option is more suitable for an opportunistic network, as processing information
globally will introduce undesirable latency1. Research in this area can be categorised as
follows.
Epidemic/Flooding Routing. Epidemic routing relies on flooding to deliver messages
to their recipients. Its simplicity means that mobile devices do not need to store any
information about their local connectivity, network topology or devices’ mobility patterns.
Flooding aims to increase message delivery ratio at the cost of (potentially very) high
network overhead. The earliest work on epidemic routing is the one by Vahdat and Becker
[112]. In this approach, a node replicates all messages stored in its buffer, and distributes
them to all its neighbours residing within communication range. Messages eventually
arrive at their destination (see figure 2.3). However, replication can cause serious problems
(e.g buffer overflow and battery drainage) in resource-constrained opportunistic network
environments. As a result, methods on restricting replication gained a lot of research
traction. The work in [104] is based on the assumption that the current location of the
destination node is likely to be around the area of its last known position. Thus, the
protocol sprays message replicas only towards the direction of the estimated destination
location. Spray and wait [101] is another protocol that also controls replication. As the
name suggests, this process consist of two stages; in the first phase, a source node generates
a limited number of message copies (e.g. 3 to 5). During the wait phase, nodes wait for
direct encounters before distributing those copies [10]. The protocols proposed in [73][99]
also belong to the epidemic/spray category.
1Intermittent connectivity, limited resources and mobility in an opportunistic network result in latency.
Maintaining a global system will only contribute more to this issue.
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Figure 2.3 Flooding in opportunistic networks.
Estimation-based Routing. Instead of naively flooding the network and wasting potentially
scarce resources, estimation-based routing protocols estimate the delivery probability for
each of the neighbours of a mobile device. A message is then forwarded to the device that
maximises this probability. When no suitable candidates are available, the device stores
the packet until a future opportunity arises or it encounters the destination.
Estimation-based Routing is usually deployed in environments where mobile devices
are expected to encounter other devices frequently. The main assumption is then that
a node that was previously encountered is more likely to be encountered again in the
future[112]). This assumption implies that probabilistic routing will have the advantage
over flooding protocols in such circumstances.
PRoPHET (Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity)
[60] is one of the protocols in this category. PRoPHET estimates the delivery probability
of each neighbour in range, and appoints the one with the highest delivery probability to
be the new custodian of the packet. Messages are kept in the buffer of the origin node if
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there is space in its buffer; i.e. effectively replicating the message. PRoPHET performs
better compared to epidemic-based protocols under the assumption mentioned above [112].
In particular, assuming predictable and non-random mobility environment, history of
encounters is used to estimate the delivery rate of a destination via an intermediate node.
These sets of probabilities are stored and maintained in a local routing table, in the form of
p<M, D>, where p is probability,M is a relay node and D the destination. The tables along
with the neighbouring nodes’ information are exchanged upon encounter. An adaptive
algorithm running at each mobile device updates these sets of probabilities. Specifically,
when the received information is not found in a node’s table, its mapped probability is set
to zero; i.e. probability of first-time encounters is set to 0 by default. Contrary, if an entry
exists, then its probability will increase, while other entries are aged. Subsequently, the
node uses the received table along with the transitive property to recalculate probabilities
for each destination, assuming that an intermediate node E is likely to meetM and D (i.e.
P(M,E) * P(E,D) = P(M,D)).
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of transitive communication, where node A passes a message to
node B and C in order to reach its destination D.
Figure 2.4 shows that a message is able to reach its destination exploiting mobility
and the use of transitive property. In sub-figure 2.4a, node A tries to deliver a message
to its destination D. However, there is no direct path between A and D. Thus,A uses the
mobility of intermediate nodes B and C to deliver the message to D, as shown in sub-figures
2.4b,2.4c and 2.4d.
The same objective is adopted by other proposals, such as [22], [40], [72] and [10]. As
with PRoPHET, they rely on estimating the delivery ratio to drive the best neighbouring
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node. However, they differ in the mechanism used to measure this probability. Protocols
under this category generally perform better than epidemic routing, with respect to memory
usage, delivery time and buffer requirements. This is due to the utilisation of available
information for metric measurement which leads the protocol to be selective of relays
and routing paths and restrictive of unnecessary message replications. One disadvantage
of this approach is that it requires more computation resources to perform the needed
calculations for discovering potential relays. Another issue that needs to be considered
is privacy concerns, which originate from the process of exchanging private context (e.g
location or future destination) with other encounters.
Calculating probabilities for each neighbouring device requires maintaining state for all
devices in the network, which is impractical for proposed application scenarios (see 1.2).
In very crowded network environments, it is imperative to aggregate routing information so
that locally stored network state (and the associated network overhead when disseminating
state) can be controlled.
Coding-based approaches. Code based protocols [119] [19] [113] [30] [59] employ net-
work coding to achieve transmission reliability. Supporting this feature in our environment
is not practical given that it will affect the protocol’s efficiency due to the computational
resources (and the associated energy consumption) required to support encoding and
decoding.
2.2.2 Position-based routing
Unlike topology-based routing, position-based routing requires a localisation system to
efficiently forward messages to their destinations. Generally, each mobile device is required
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to know its own location and have the ability learn or estimate the position of the destination
[118]. Positioning services can be local, centralised or hybrid (see Section 2.3).
Vector Routing (VR) [44] does not require any knowledge of the location of the destin-
ation device and relies on restrictive/selective flooding to reach a particular destination.
The amount of replication is decided based on the angle of encounter w (utility metric),
where w 2 [0,p]. The Smaller the w the smaller the amount of replicas and vice versa.
Vector Routing places such restrictions in an attempt to prevent any form of redundant
replication. Assigning a large number of replicas for an encountered node moving to a
similar direction (indicated by the small encountered angle) will only result in replication
redundancy, likewise large replication handed to nodes moving in different directions
specifically when w = p can also lead to the same outcome as the encountered node may
move along the previous trajectory of the message carrier 2. Thus, VR employs a function
that takes the encountered angle w as its input and decides on the amount of replication and
the suitability of the relay/current encounter. VR may be ineffective in terms of redundant
replication in certain scenarios, as discussed in [118].
Unlike VR, RoRo-LT [110] relies on long term observations to geographically forward
messages within an opportunistic network. As with VR it does not require any knowledge
of the location of the destination device. RoRo-LT devices keep a historical record of
their own activities and locations. Devices self-observe their behaviour for long periods
(often in the order of weeks) before the protocol can fully operate within a defined
network environment. Once useful information is extracted, the protocol uses the gathered
knowledge as a baseline when examining the current behaviour of a device. Assuming
devices follow their own routines, the protocol can reliably predict a node’s mobility
2Moving along the same previous trajectory of another node implies that the current node will likely face
the same encounters leading to redundant replication.
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patterns and, consequently, future encounters. Similarly, to VR, RoRo-LT tries to increase
message delivery by selecting relays that will be distant or will not be encountered in
the future; VR tries to spread the message by replicating to nodes in different directions.
However, it has been shown that the protocol could perform poorly as the process of
collecting information for a long term is in many cases unrealistic [118]. This would
certainly be the case in our targeted network environment (crowded scenarios and one-off
events), where devices may appear for the first time, stay for a few hours or days, and
(potentially) never return.
Motion Vector (MOVE) [118] protocol assumes that the location of the destination
is fixed and known, and relies on direction and distance to decide the suitability of an
encountered node as its next relay. Nodes moving towards a specific destination are more
likely to be selected as custodian nodes [118]. In situations where all neighbouring nodes
are moving towards/away from a destination, the best node is decided according to a
distance metric. MOVE is tailored for stationary destinations which implies that it will not
perform well in environments with moving destinations and no global positioning system.
In addition, the protocol does not consider nodes speed when selecting a candidate; faster
speed contributes to a faster delivery [118]. As a result, these un-addressed issues will only
introduce delay and/or decrease delivery ratio [118].
GeOpps [56] and GeoSpray [118] are geocasting protocols; i.e. they route towards a
specific geographic region. They could be used as unicast protocols by flooding a message
when this reaches the destination region. Unlike MOVE, GeOpps [56] considers nodes’
speed in the selection process. In addition, it suggests a path that links a source node to
its recipient based on a list of computations (as [56] explains in detail). Once this path is
approved, the forwarding process is initiated, and the next relay is selected according to
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a nearest point (NP) policy; NP or location of the next relay must be near the suggested
route and close to the destination. GeOpps uses the Minimum Estimated Time of Delivery
(METD) metric to verify the suitability of an NP [56]. The average moving speed is also
considered in this qualifying process, facilitating a lower latency compared to MOVE [118].
GeoSpray [118] further extends GeOpps by introducing restricted replication and packet
prioritisation; to address the limitations of network resources, messages are prioritised
based on available bandwidth and buffer capacity. Unfortunately, both protocols are not
particularly scalable as the process of establishing a route and the complex computations
to select an NP are heavyweight [118], especially in large and dense environments with
moving devices. They also do not offer any solutions to address the possibility of never
encountering a relay with a lower METD value [118].
AeroRP [84] was designed for aeronautical networks (ANs) and uses the Time-To-
Intersect (TTI) metric to decide on the best relay based on the node’s current speed,
distance and angle to its destination [84]. Compared to GeOpps [56], the routing policy of
AeroRP is limited. Message custody can only be transferred to relays moving along the
same direction towards the destination [118]; according to this policy, a message carrier
moving away from a destination will never forward its packets to any encounter moving
towards a recipient. Sharing similar specification with GeOpps protocol indicates that
AeroRP will inherit the limitations mentioned above.
Delegation Geographic Routing (DGR) [13] adopts an optimization policy, which
overcomes AeroRP’s TTI limitation [118]. The policy requires nodes to historically record
their past encounters after each successful transmission and accordingly, it forces the
protocol to revise the relay qualification process. Instead of comparing the TTI metric
of an encountered node with the custodians’ metric, DGR compares the encountered
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node’s metric against the TTI of a past encounter historically recorded by the message
carrier. DGR also uses a heuristic approach [118], which enable the protocol to estim-
ate a packets’ lifetime and detect the ones close to expiry. Once identified, DGR uses
replication to increase delivery probability of those messages. DGR suffers from most
of AeroRP disadvantages, making it incompatible with crowded network environment
and non-stationery destinations. Moreover, using the recorded metric of a previously
encountered node will further implicate its performance in situations where routines are
unpredictable and localisation is coupled with errors.
The Mobility Prediction Based Adaptive Data (MPAD) [129] protocol is also tailored
for sparse, mobile networks, which consist of mobile sensors and stationary sinks (destina-
tions). Sensor nodes collaborate with each other in order to exchange, gather and deliver a
bundle of information to any available sink. MPAD estimates the delivery probability for
each encounter based on movement predictions, which consider the moving direction of a
node; the intersection between a node’s trajectory path (A) and a sink’s transmission range
determines the moving direction. This metric is then used to decide the next candidate to
delegate the custody of the respective bundle; the higher the probability, the more suitable
a relay is. In situations where this approach fails, the protocol resorts to a different metric
that is calculated using the two tangents touching the transmission range of node (A) and
the sink in order to obtain the communication angle. Distance is then inferred and used
to measure the delivery probability. A small distance indicates a large communication
angle and a high delivery probability3. Assuming that the destination location is known
in advanced makes the protocol impractical in environments that place no restrictions
on end nodes’ mobility. Blind and unnecessary replication triggered by messages close
3The nearer a destination to a sink node, the larger this angle.
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expiry is another disadvantage that will negatively affect overhead and latency in crowded
networks. Furthermore, searching for a single destination within a crowded network, where
the possibility of location system error is present, affirms this belief.
Distance Aware Epidemic Routing (DAER) [34] considers end nodes’ mobility and
assumes the existence of a positioning server that provides online localization information
[118]. DAER routing relies on a distance metric, movement direction and replication to
deliver messages to their destinations. Specifically, the custodian nominates encounters
with a close distance to a destination (closer than itself) to be the next relay, then generates
a replica and passes it on to the appointed node. After every successful transmission,
the custodian inspects its direction of movement, which decides the fate of the original
message and as a result limits replication. Accordingly, the original packet is discarded
when the custodian moves away from its destination; replicating in the reverse direction
of a destination will only induce more overhead without any significant gains. A major
concern with this approach, is that the process of exchanging real time information between
network nodes and a centralised location service system will considerably contribute to
communication and routing delays [118], especially in crowded networks. Furthermore,
DAER assumes the existence of a global server, which, in many scenarios, may not even
be possible. Localisation errors on the other hand can reduce the prediction accuracy of
the movement direction. DAER’s replication mechanism in congested environments may
end up flooding the network, which is undesirable. The protocol does not make any use of
other metrics such as speed to improve its performance [118].
Packet Oriented Routing (POR) [58] further extends DAER[34] by controlling the
amount of replication based on the distance metric. POR will reduce the amount of
replication for large distances to destination devices. Although this feature improves
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transmission reliability (considerably in a limited bandwidth network), it still cannot
overcome the design limitations and disadvantages of DAER [118]; e.g. POR requires a
centralised positioning server.
LAROD [53] (short for Location Aware Routing for Delay tolerant networks) was
designed for sparse networks. It establishes a Location Dissemination Service (LoDiS),
which enables each node to maintain a local table of node positions. The content of this
database is refreshed and updated with the support of periodical broadcast messages, where
the broadcast rate is higher for nearby nodes and lower for far ones4. The protocol finds
relays based on the distance metric, as DAER [34] and POR [58] do; i.e. it selects any
encounter closer to a destination than itself. It also adapts the replication mechanism so that
a message is directed towards a destination whilst preventing replication redundancy. As
the process of information propagation takes time, the protocol assumes that the accuracy
of destination information drops for nodes further away. As a result, upon each encounter,
the location of the final recipient carried by the data message is updated with fresher
information whenever such information is available. LAROD’s reliability heavily depends
on the accuracy and validity of the recorded information about network nodes [118]. All
these protocols are designed for sparse network environments and would not be practical
for the targeted scenarios that involve very crowded networks.
GeoDTN [61] takes into account the social habits of users. Here, each node keeps
a record of historical information in the form of a cluster (represented with a bivariate
distribution and confidence), to demonstrate the age and reliability of its information.
Upon encounter, nodes’ locations are exchanged as well as their clusters. The received
information is then merged according to the associated confidence. The protocol further
4The DREAM Location Service (DLS) supported by LAROD allows the deployment of two different
broadcast rates [53].
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exploits this information by computing a metric, which is useful in predicting future
encounters. Once these steps are accomplished, GeoDTN decides whether this relay is
qualified to bear the packets’ custody. The decision is made based on the distance, rescue
and scoring mode, respectively [61]. Specifically, the first mode (distance mode) sets
the minimum distance as a prerequisite of custody transfer; i.e. a relay is selected if the
distance metric is smaller than a predefined threshold. Once nodes satisfying this condition
cease to exist, the protocol transitions into the rescue mode, which tries to overcome the
local maximum problem. As a consequence, the relay qualification mechanism is adapted
to randomly select any encounter that satisfies a predefined probability; i.e. packets are
randomly forwarded based on a predefined probability. In situations where the distance
metrics of pairwise nodes are above/higher than the distance mode specified threshold,
the scoring mode becomes the protocols’ primary mode, in which it assigns the packets
custody to the one with the highest score. GeoDTN inherits LAROD’s disadvantages; it
does not scale with the size of the network nor it performs well in crowded environments.
Dealing with the price of growing/maintaining a large table of information (clusters) and
routing to absolute locations still remains an issue in GeoDTN. Moreover, social habits
may not be known or relevant, especially for one-off network deployments (e.g. music
festivals). Thus, assuming the ability of extracting mobility patterns and predicting future
encounters from movement routines cannot be realised at all times.
Similarly the Approach and Roam (AaR) [12] protocol, which is an extension of
Location Aided Routing (LAR), relies on exchanging historical records to successfully
route packets to their destinations. AaR routes messages in two phases: Approach and
Roam. In the approach phase, the protocol estimates the movement range of the destination
using its last known speed and position. The packet is then replicated towards the identified
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range. Once reached, the protocol switches to the roaming phase, which adapts the
conditions of the approach phase and restricts replication within the specified area. Unlike
the previous protocols, AaR represents the final destination position as an area instead
of an absolute location, which scales down the information mismatch issue in sparse
networks. However, this is not the case in congested, slow paced environments, where the
size of the estimated range is very small and/or comparable to absolute locations. Thus, a
mismatch in information in such circumstances will most likely lead to low performance.
Furthermore, AaR does not provide any mechanism to guard against localisation errors.
In addition, the protocol is incapable of efficiently scaling with the network; the process
of recording and maintain information of individual encounters in a congested setting
will negatively impact the network overhead and memory usage. Another similar work to
AaR is Converge-And-Diverge (CaD) [118], which adopts an optimisation policy aiming
to reduce overhead. Despite the suggested enhancements, AaR and CAD still remain
impractical for congested networks, as discussed above.
The Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) protocol[47] is the underlying for-
warding mechanism used by both WSR[2] and GeoHawk. GPSR supports two operation
modes: greedy and perimeter. By default, the protocol operates in greedy mode, which
selectively forwards messages to nodes closest to a given destination. Greedy forwarding
continues until the message is delivered or a suitable relay is unavailable. In the latter
case, a recovery mechanism referred to as perimeter mode is triggered, enabling GPSR
to extract routing information from a local planar graph and resume forwarding based
on the right-hand rule; planar graphs maintain information on neighbours in range. The
right-hand rule increases the opportunity of destination encounter, as it allows messages
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to traverse the network avoiding further overhead caused by path loops. The protocol
switches to its default greedy mode whenever a suitable candidate is encountered.
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Figure 2.5 Illustration of perimeter mode.
An illustration of GPSR’s perimeter mode is depicted in Figure 2.5. In this figure, node
A attempts to deliver a message to destination D, however neighbouring nodes C and B
have equal distance to node D. Thus, GPSR tries forwarding a message along the interior
face of the planar graph using the right-hand rule, which selects relays with the smallest
angle in the counter-clockwise direction. As a result, node A forwards the message to
C. Accordingly, C forwards the message to E. E selects G and G delivers the message to
D. However, messages may traverse a number of inner/outer faces before they even get
delivered to their destination. This is because GPSR tries to eliminate routing loops by
always checking for an intersection between the forwarding edge and the one that connects
a destination to the node that triggered the perimeter mode/face change (which is AD
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marked in orange)5. However, GPSR is unsuitable for crowded networks as a stand-alone
protocol, especially when the location of the destination is not known and fixed ; i.e.
the destinations’ position has to be known by GPSR prior to routing otherwise it cannot
function. Furthermore, GPSR suffers from information mismatch, when localisation errors
are present. GeoHawk proposes a novel synthesis were we incorporate GPSR with other
mechanisms/techniques in order to provide efficient and effective routing even in very
crowded areas.
Hybrid protocols that can operate with and without knowledge about the location of
the destination device have been proposed. The History Based Vector Routing (HVR)
[45] protocol relies on network nodes recording the information of historical encounters
(e.g. speed, movement direction and transmission range), which is then used to guide the
selection of candidates for delegating custody of messages. The collected information
enables HVR to predict the destinations’ movement range as well as estimating the
probability of encountering a destination via an identified neighbour node.
Candidate’s exchange their current information (e.g. location, speed, moving direction
and transmission range) as well as their historical vector (recorded information of previous
encounters) with the custodian node (i.e. message carrier). Upon receiving this, the
custodian computes the rendezvous probability (as described in [45]) for each encounter
to decide on the best next relay. The calculation is based on the current information of
an encounter with the one historically recorded by the custodian to envision the size of
the overlapping area between the candidate and destination regions. The larger this area
(aka. the higher the probability), the more preferable a candidate is, and as a result the
packet is replicated to the selected neighbour (i.e. to the node with the highest probability).
5Packets that get stuck in a specific route (e.g. looping indefinitely) for long periods end up wasting
network resources, affecting delivery rates. Loop detection is therefore a necessity.
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When historical information of an encounter is not available, their assumed rendezvous
probability is set to zero. The protocol also has the capability of switching to a VR [44]
mode when it cannot predict the destination movement range. The built in mechanism of
HVR also supports conditional replication as a way to safeguard against the local maximum
problem.One of the prime concerns with HVR is its inability to deal with situations where
the transmission range of neighbour nodes never overlaps the destinations’ predicted area
in view of the long distance that sets them apart [118]; i.e. never encounter each other.
This negatively affects the protocol’s routing decision and its performance [118]; i.e. the
protocol cannot switch to VR mode nor can it transfer the packet custody to any of its
neighbours when destination information is available yet overlapping areas do not exist.
In addition, the scalability of HVR is questionable in congested networks [118]. The
complexity of computation and the growth of historical vectors in crowded environments
will only deplete network resources and introduce more overhead. Moreover, slow mobility
events emphasise on the mismatched absolute location issue mentioned in a previous
section; with slow movement, the predicted destination area will likely be insignificant,
thus, a mismatch between historical information and the current destination position might
lead to inaccurate routing decisions especially when localisation errors exist. The absence
of destination information results in operating in VR mode, which can lead to the increase
of network overhead in overpopulated scenarios.
Similarly, Geographic Based Spray and Relay (GSaR) [14] relies on historical inform-
ation (node speed, movement direction and recorded time of encounters) and replication
to relay packets to their final recipient. However, unlike HVR [45], GSaR predefines
the permissible quantity for replication (L) based on the specific network deployment;
a network with sufficient mobility requires a small L value (a small number of replicas)
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and vice versa. As soon as an encounter takes place, historical information is exchanged,
updated and the destination movement area is estimated. The protocol then decides on
the creditability of a candidate via a qualification process that exploits a set of conditions
alongside collected information. The information consists of the encounter node’s location,
speed, direction, the deduced time (i.e. the total time required to reach the predicted area)
and distance (i.e. the measured distance between the node and its destination). GSaR
selects relays that can either contribute to the reduction of delivery delay, routing overhead
or to the improvement of delivery probability [118]. The protocol aims to achieve these
objectives by transferring the packets’ custody to relays that are rapidly moving towards
the predicted destination area, while rejecting the ones moving away from it [118]. The
moment the packet reaches the identified area, GSaR then adjust its routing approach in a
way that maintains replication within this range. In cases where the destination information
is inaccessible, replication is used to improve the chances of delivery; replication in this
phase operates in a similar fashion to VR, where the speed and direction (encounter angle)
of encountered nodes are considered in the relay selection procedure. Although GSaR is
more reliable than HVR [45], it still inherits most of HVR limitations; in spite of HVR
limitations, the only excluded disadvantage is the one that is related to the calculation of
the overlapping area. GSaR suffers from scalability and absolute location mismatch issues
within crowded networks.
The Weak State Router (WSR) [2] was designed for intermittent and sparse environ-
ments, and forwards packets based on probabilistic hints inferred from historically recorded
information. Here, each node maintains a view of the network in the form of regions
(i.e. a region consists of a Bloom filter that maps node identifiers to an area), promoting
WSR efficiency and scalability. The foundation of any region is the location information
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received from beacons (i.e. control message that carry information about encountered
nodes: speed and location) or announcements (small packets that contain node information
and are routed towards randomly generated directions). In particular, nodes try to integrate
the acquired information with geographically related regions, which expands the region
radius and knowledge about containing devices. Contrary, the remoteness of obtained
geographical information from a region prevents their integration. As a result, the recipient
creates a region that represents the new set of information. Taking into consideration that
information ages over time, the protocol supports a spatial and temporal decay mechanism
to demonstrate the region’s age and confidence. Once the strength is below a predefined
threshold, the region is rendered useless and discarded. Routing in WSR is based on the
assumption that accuracy and availability of information increases as packets get closer to
their destination. Thus, the protocol always strives to route packets towards the strongest
region available (see Figure 2.6), which is determined by its spatial and sentiment (i.e
temporal) strength. When the source node has no information on a destination, WSR biases
the packet towards a randomly selected direction, in an attempt to increase the chances of
encountering an intermediate node with better information or even meet the destination.
GeoHawk is inspired from WSR as it provides a key solution to network scalability and
overcomes limitations of protocols mentioned above. In contrast to GeoHawk, WSR cannot
operate efficiently in dense opportunistic environments nor can it handle the associated
consequences of localisation errors. WSR is tailored for sparse networks with high mobility
and support for large transmission ranges, which renders it inapplicable to our targeted
network environments. WSR’s routing is based on unicast forwarding, which severely
decreases the delivery chances of messages but improves battery life. The setback of
probabilistic routing is that there is a possibility in which packets end up reaching a
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false positive region and remaining within its defined boundary until they expire. The
mismatch issue is even magnified with localisation errors. Furthermore, without any form
of replication, delivery probability is likely to drop while delivery latency is expected
to increase. This is attributed to the fact that searching for a specific recipient within a
very crowded environment is a very challenging problem which, we believe, can only
be solved by flooding (see Chapter 4). On top of this, periodically announcing single
nodal information will affect the speed of state convergence, leaving nodes with no or little
information on numerous parts of the network. As a result, node discovery is severely
hindered limiting the effectiveness of the protocol in crowded network environments.
Semantic strength =0.71 
Packet biased to Region1 
Semantic strength =0.84 
Packet biased to Region2 
Semantic strength =1 
Packet biased to Region3 
Region1 
Confidence=0.71 
Region2 
Confidence=0.84 
Region3 
Confidence=1 
Final recipient
Figure 2.6 WSR protocol.
In Table 2.1,2.2 and 2.3, we summarise key features and limitations of protocols
discussed above. It becomes clear that these protocols are not designed for very dense
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opportunistic networks, therefore in in the following sections we only focus on the relevant,
state of the art protocols.
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2.3 Localisation
Location-aware systems and geographic network protocols [11] rely on estimating the
location of the device they operate on. There are different ways to express a location.
An absolute location is specified using an absolute value (e.g. geographical coordinates)
[52][46]. A relative location is specified in relation to the position of a known anchor;
e.g. an access point (AP) [52][46]. A symbolic location is described through an abstract
name; e.g. living room, home, work. [52][46]. Absolute locations are commonly used
internally in systems and routing protocols, while relative and symbolic locations are used
by applications that require human reasoning [52]. Absolute values can be mapped to
relative or symbolic ones to satisfy application-specific requirements.
In this thesis we focus on absolute location and its estimation in outdoors and indoors
environments. There exist different ways of estimating the location of a device, which
can be classified as follows: (1) in local systems, devices calculate their location locally,
e.g. using GPS [52][46]; (2) in centralised systems, devices offload location estimation
to a centralised system, which increases network overhead and decreases CPU overhead
and relevant energy consumption (e.g. active badge systems [52][46]); (3) in distrib-
uted/collaborative systems, devices and/or network infrastructure collaboratively calculate
devices’ locations by exchanging messages [52][23]. Hybrids of the above approaches
also exist.
2.3.1 Dead Reckoning
Dead Reckoning (DR) uses inertial sensors (e.g. accelerometer, odometer and gyroscope)
to calculate a device’s speed and direction, and extrapolate its current position, given
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its previous known position [52]. Dead Reckoning can provide a rough estimate when
no alternative is available. Usually this approach is combined with other techniques to
refine the estimation, as errors accumulate in time [52]. Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR)
inherits DRs’ characteristics and is tailored for pedestrians. PDR is based on readings
from an accelerometer to estimate step count and orientation (moving direction) of the
device. The position is then extrapolated from the previous one [105]. PDR has been
widely adopted in the context of mobile device localisation [91][38][89][102][105].
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Figure 2.7 Dead Reckoning example: the last fix (black circle), speed and direction are
used to extrapolate the new position (red circle)
2.3.2 Proximity-based Localisation
In proximity-based localisation, a device identifies its own location as the one of well-
known anchors (e.g. access points) when they come into their range. The accuracy of this
estimation depends on the range of the underlying wireless technology (e.g. Bluetooth,
WiFi or LTE) that is used to identify the anchors [95][52]. ARTOS [68] and Smart Floor [3]
deploy RFID tags and sensors respectively to physically locate a device, while approaches
like [8][33], utilise in range anchors to approximate location.
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2.3.3 Lateration
With lateration, a device’s location is estimated using the (known) position of a number
of reference points and the device’s distance from these points. The required amount of
anchors necessary for lateration depends on the dimensionality of the space (as shown in
Figure 2.8); e.g. a 2D plane requires at least three anchors, while a 3D plane requires a
minimum of four [95][52][46]. The distance to an anchor is calculated using one of the
following methods.
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Figure 2.8 Illustration of lateration in a 2D plane. Three anchors (coloured in black) are
used to identify the location of a mobile device (coloured in red) through the estimated
distance.
Time Of Flight/Arrival (TOA). The distance between a device and an anchor is inferred
based on knowledge about the characteristics of the physical medium and the time it takes
to transmit a specific amount of data [52]. TOA requires clock synchronisation on both
sides (which can be difficult to achieve and expensive in terms of energy consumption), as
the accumulation of small time skews leads to high errors in the distance estimation [52].
Other approaches measure the distance using the round trip time [52].
Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA). Unlike TOA, the time difference of arrival used
within the lateration technique overcomes the synchronisation problem [46]. With TDOA
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a sender emits two types of signals with different speeds at the same time (ultrasonic
and radio waves), once the receiver receives the first signal (radio wave), it uses this to
measure the time duration of the second signal arrival, in order to provide the system with
a better precision[52][46]. The drawback of this approach is the need of two signalling
technologies, which makes it expensive to deploy [46].
Signal Strength Attenuation. This approach is based on estimating the distance by
measuring the reduction of the received signal strength [52]. As a signal propagates in
space, its strength decreases [52][46]. There are other attenuation factors such as land
topography, obstacles, equipment-related (antenna position, height and strength) and the
characteristics of the transmission medium that contribute to the weakening of a signal
[52][46]; e.g. the attenuation factor of a Radio Frequency (RF) in a free space, where
the distance between a device and an anchor (r) is large, is 1/r2 , a larger attenuation
factor in a near-field 1/r6 would indicate the presence of obstacles [52]. Signals within
indoor or complex environments are most likely to suffer from reflection, refraction and
multi-path packet arrival [52][46], rendering this approach problematic for an opportunistic
networking environment.
The Active Bat system[121] uses lateration and TDOA to identify users’ positions. It
does so by tracking the location of an end-user using ultrasonic and infra-red signals; the
sensors and a centralised server emit RF signals periodically [121]. Similarly, to the Active
Bat system, Cricket [85] processes RF signals but in a decentralised manner. AHP [77]
operates in the absence of anchors. It adapts its functionality from the Distance Vector
protocol, which uses intermediate nodes to measure the device distance to an anchor [77].
Requirements such as the presence of extensive network infrastructure, advanced sens-
ing equipment and clock synchronisation, render lateration impractical for opportunistic
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network environments. A self-localising algorithm designed for ad-hoc networks is de-
scribed in [15]. The authors propose the use of TOA along with omnidirectional antenna to
detect and estimate the distance to neighbouring nodes. Location information is exchanged
among neighbours allowing a node to build a local coordinate system and predict its posi-
tion [15]. This approach relies on network infrastructure and requires an omnidirectional
antenna to perform the necessary computations, which makes it impractical for the targeted
network environments. Moreover, signal strength would be affected by the network density,
which would, in turn, affect the outcome of the localisation.
2.3.4 Triangulation
The concept of Angle of Arrival (AOA) is the foundation of triangulation [95][52][46]. In
a 2D plane, AOA requires at least two reference points equipped with either directional or
array antenna [95][52][46]. Once the reference points measure the angles of the received
signals, the generated lines’ intersection yields the position of the device [95][52][46].
UbiSense is a centralised system equipped with an array of antenna that emit ultra-wideband
(UWB) and RF signals and uses AOA along with TDOA to discover the direction and
distance to a sensor [52]. The directionality-based location scheme in [74] also relies on
triangulation for location identification. Triangulation is not applicable to our network
environment, which is very dense, opportunistic and mobile.
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Figure 2.9 Example of triangulation in a 2D plane.Two anchors (coloured in black) are
used to identify the location of a mobile device (coloured in red) by measuring the AOA of
their signals.
2.3.5 Fingerprinting
Fingerprinting is based on the concept of pattern recognition (pattern-matching process)
[52][46]. Initially, the system undergoes a training phase, the outcome of which is a
mapping of locations to specific signal strength patterns [52][46]. The distance granularity
between locations should be planned in order to attain satisfactory accuracy [52][6]. The
pattern-matching process can be processed either locally on the client side or at a centralised
system [52][46]. To resolve the location of a specific device during the operating phase,
the received signal strengths are compared against the stored information, and the closest
match (location) is then returned back to the device (either locally or centrally by a server).
One of the earliest fingerprinting systems is the active badge system [121], in which a
server maps sensors’ positions to corresponding signal strengths. A badge carried by
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an end user emits infra-red signals and the sensor receiving the signal communicates
this information back to the central server in order to identify the badge position [121].
Fingerprinting is also at the heart of systems proposed in [81][6][55][64][7][41][128][70].
HVAC is another form of fingerprinting, which measures the change in air pressure instead
of signal strengths and processes this information to classify the devices’ position and
motion [80]. Fingerprinting is problematic in environments where network infrastructure
does not exist or is partially deployed. The existence of obstacles or high user density also
severely limits the applicability of fingerprinting as these factors affect the signal strength
[77].
2.3.6 Scene analysis
Scene analysis relies on image recognition. A device captures an image of the surround-
ing environment and identifies its location using blob detection [52] or simply through
landmark observation [46]. Image processing is widely used for localisation in the field
of robotics [103][9]. The drawback of this approach is it is computationally expensive
(and therefore energy hungry). There also obvious privacy implications. It would also be
impractical to apply scene analysis in our network environment given the density of users
and devices (i.e. larger objects can obstruct the view) and [46].
2.3.7 Collaborative Localisation
A number of approaches that provide location services in a collaborative fashion have been
proposed in the literature. The systems described in [54] [78] combine fingerprinting with
lateration and particle filtering, respectively. Lateration and proximity-based localisation
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using neighbours’ positions are integrated in the system described in [94]. Said approaches
suffer from limitations related to lateration and proximity-based localisation, as described
in the previous sub-sections.
With respect to indoors localisation, the system described in [92] employs a sequential
Monte Carlo filtering approach for localisation [92], in an attempt to reduce the noise from
RSSI fluctuation, by combining the received signal strengths, using a particle filter. The
system would not be practical in our network set-up given that it is suitable for deployments
in small areas without obstacles and with low user density. The approach described in
[18] is similar to [92] except that it considers the presence of density and group clusters.
Moreover, the paper has reported that signal strengths are affected by the density of users in
the targeted area; the denser the area, the more fluctuating a signal strength is. As a result,
they combined a fingerprinting system along with a filtering technique, while correcting
the prediction using proximity of neighbouring nodes. Another indoors localisation system
is described in [116]. This system improves the outcome of the fingerprinting technique
using particle filtering. Nevertheless, these systems require fixed infrastructure and would
not be applicable in crowded network environments without any network infrastructure,
where communication delays can be high, and devices are equipped with regular sensors.
Training the fingerprinting subsystem in such an environment would be impossible.
Collaborative localisation has been a prominent research area within the broader robot-
ics research field, as robots require location information to navigate in known and unknown
spaces. The localisation system presented in [90] relies on proximity to compensate for the
prediction errors of the particle filter-based observation phase. Robots use various sensors
to identify other team members and to estimate their relative distance and orientation.
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The paper reports robustness towards 10% of odometry skews 6. Ignoring the limited
capabilities of a mobile device, localisation with proximity and filtering techniques is a
good solution to environments that lack a network infrastructure. The authors in [86]
assume no prior knowledge of a robots’ position and rely only on self-localisation sensors
(observation phase). The system processes images (obtained from a mounted camera),
detects the range and bearing to other robots and uses this information to correct the
robot’s location estimation (measurement model) [86]. Beliefs are then exchanged to
enable the system to draw samples from both beliefs [86]. Similarly, the paper in [28]
makes a further assumption in which Dead Reckoning and environment measurements
are used in its observation phase. The systems’ beliefs are corrected in the same manner
(using image processing) and re-sampled normally. These systems are closely related to
the method we propose; we exclude image processing which is impractical in our problem
space and adapt various other components to our large-scale, high-density opportunistic
network environment and in the context of opportunistic network routing. Both systems
derive confidence about the estimated location from the spread of the particles 7, while we
treat the confidence as a separate metric; we re-weight particles against the collaboratively
estimated mean and not directly with a neighbours’ reading. Investigating a sparse DTN
environment, the paper [92] attempts to localise stationary sensors using robots’ mobility,
signal strengths and extended Kalman filters, however the set-up is very different to ours,
hence this approach would not applicable to our network environment.
Integrating collaborative localisation to pedestrian dead reckoning has also been re-
searched. In [57] the authors describe how step counts can be deduced from accelerometers
6The paper in [90] deploys and odometer for each robot to enable them to detect and estimate their
location. However, like DR 2.3.1, using odometers for long periods results in accumulated error, yet the
proposed approach enabled the robots to withstand approximately 10% of this error.
7Each location estimation (hypothesis) associated with a confidence (weight) is referred to as a particle
(See section 3.4.3 for more detail).
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and compass readings and how landmarks and GPS readings help in smoothing PDR
errors. The system relies on a Markovian model, which is trained to predict a device’s
position from its historically observed movement and activities [57]. Such a model is
not practical for our problem set-up since the existence of historical movement data for
a specific user cannot be assumed; indeed, in many of the use cases we are interested in,
users may visit specific large and crowded areas or events only once. Proximity is also used
by [43] to help in putting a bound in the respective PDR’ error. Once a node encounters
its neighbour, they exchange their location information; this information is then merged
to calculate the estimated new location by simply averaging the two estimations. This
system is extended in [42], by allocating a confidence parameter to the current location
estimate. The confidence reflects the uncertainty of the step size and inaccuracies of
PDR. Here, averaging is not only performed on the exchanged location but also on the
obtained confidence [42]. These approaches do not distinguish between new and repeated
encounter types, always attempting to integrate received information leading to a trade-off
between meeting frequency and estimation precision. The collaborative PDR discussed
in [50] uses a bivariate normal distribution to estimate nodes’ location and confidence
(in a 2-dimensional space); i.e. the distribution mean represents the estimated location
and its variance represents the node’s confidence about the estimation. Proximity is also
used to bound PDR’s error but contrary to the averaging formula, this system puts more
weight on the information with higher confidence [50]. In an attempt to maintain preci-
sion, the system places an integration restriction on information obtained from previously
encountered nodes [50]. Our approach is inspired by this system, however we integrate
particle filtering and accurate location readings (e.g. through GPS and indoors beacons)
so that we can maintain a pre-defined estimation error bound. LOCALE [125] is another
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approach that uses a distribution to model the location (and confidence about it) of a device.
However, LOCALE introduces an additional step (transformation step) before linearly
combining local and received information into a single representation (proximity)[125].
The transformation step tries to bridge the gap between the local and neighbours’ views
through a series of sophisticated computations[125]. LOCALE is designed for sparse DTN
networks therefore it would not be applicable to our problem space.
Table 2.4 summarises the discussed localisation techniques. From this we can deduce
that the collaborative localisation is the best suitable approach for our environment provided
that a good combination is selected (see section 3.4 for more details).
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Chapter 3
Routing in Dense Opportunistic
Networks
In this chapter we present the design of GeoHawk, a unicast routing protocol that efficiently
routes information to mobile devices which are part of a very dense network. Devices
connect to and exchange data among each other opportunistically, whenever they come
into each other’s communication range. Each message in the network is destined to a
specific device whose identifier is carried in its header. Apart from the destination identifier,
each message also carries information about the ‘destination’ region, a circular area into
which the destination device is believed to reside. Although the destination identifier
never changes, a ‘destination region’ does change when intermediate devices have ‘better’
information about where the destination device is. ‘Better’ here refers to more accurate
and/or recent information with respect to the location of the device.
The proposed protocol consists of two major components that deal with (1) how routing
information is communicated and maintained by each mobile device and (2) how messages
are forwarded in the network when devices connect to each other opportunistically. Our
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protocol builds on the work proposed in [2] and incorporates the notion of Geo-Regions
and Weak Bloom Filters (WBFs) (see Section 3.1 for a brief description of these concepts).
GeoHawk differs significantly from the protocol presented in [2], as follows:
• Routing information is disseminated globally across the whole network (see Section
3.2) in announcements that are forwarded to randomly selected directions 1. Upon
its creation, an announcement contains aggregated routing information relevant to
its source (a region along with node membership), which is further aggregated with
regions stored in nodes that process the announcement as it is being propagated in
the network (see Section 3.2.3). This way, devices learn how to start forwarding
data to remote parts of the network. This is in contrast to [2] where nodes announce
only their own location and no aggregation takes place. Globally disseminating
announcements is crucial in a very densely crowded network where users move
about slowly so that devices can get routing information about remote nodes in a
timely fashion.
• In our work, mobile devices may not have accurate information about their own
location. For example, location may be calculated in a collaborative fashion, as
described in Section 3.4. GeoHawk deals with this uncertainty by employing varying
region radii that reflect the confidence nodes have about their own location estimation.
Region aggregation (see Section 3.2) also takes into account the uncertainty of the
location of all nodes that are being aggregated.
• The temporal decay in our protocol is triggered through a timer and a maximum
lifetime associated with all regions, which is in contrast to WSR [2] where regions
1Understanding the inevitable trade-off mentioned in Section 4.4 makes it possible to select a favourable
frequency rate at which these announcements are generated.
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are decayed either when the processing node resides within the region or when the
mapped Bloom filter reaches its cardinality limit. Using the users’ position to trigger
temporal decay in a dense movement environment can lead regions to enter this
mode at an early stage, leading to the loss of information.
• GeoHawk assesses how likely it is for the destination device to reside within the
destination region using pre-specified threshold values on specific metrics (see
Section 3.3.2). This contributes in reducing network overhead due to unnecessary
flooding (see point below).
• When a message makes it to its destination area, it gets flooded within it, if the
probability that the destination device actually resides in that area is high. This is
decided based on how close the node that biased the message towards the destination
region was (see Section 3.3.2). A Time-To-Live field is used to prevent messages
from being routed in the network indefinitely.
• GeoHawk supports a packet redirection mechanism, which enables sending a mes-
sage towards a different region once reaching the destination region and the protocol
assesses that the destination device is unlikely to be in the current region (thus
preventing unnecessary flooding).
• GeoHawk supports a ticketing mechanism as a means to increase delivery probability
when credible information about the destination device points to different directions.
This significantly increases delivery ratio and decreases latency without significantly
affecting the induced network overhead.
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3.1 Geographical Regions and Weak Bloom Filters
In our work we incorporate the notion of weak state, as defined in [2]. A piece of routing
state consists of a circular region in the network (defined as a point and radius) and a weak
Bloom filter [2]. The Bloom filter is used to test membership of a node identifier in the set
of nodes that are believed to reside within the respective region. Both parts of this state are
weak and decayed to a point where the state is discarded. Regions are spatially decayed by
expanding their radius according to a pre-defined rate so that they can be valid for longer
given that nodes move. Spatial decaying is also triggered when a new routing state is
received and aggregated with locally stored one and is done by increasing the radius of
a region, when it is merged with other regions (see Section 3.2.1). Temporal decaying is
triggered through a timer and a maximum lifetime associated with all regions and is done
by flipping 1s to 0s in the Bloom filter, according to a pre-specified weakening interval; i.e.
at each decaying instant, a predetermined probability (refereed to as decay probability)
is used to reset bits within a bit set. Because of that, membership testing may not always
yield a true (which in any case may be a false positive) or false value; instead, membership
testing yields a probability that a specific node identifier has been inserted in the Bloom
filter. For example, if k hash functions are used for constructing Bloom filters and, at a
specific point, n of the k bits (where n  k) for a specific device identifier have a value
of 1, then said probability is nk . Associated with the weakening of the Bloom filter is the
temporal strength of the routing state for a destination node, the number of 1s as a result,
of testing membership of that node in the Bloom filter2.
2Note that the spatial strength refers to the routing state as a whole, whereas the temporal one is for a
specific destination device.
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When the decaying process is triggered, the routing state cannot be aggregated with
any other routing state. More specifically, the respective region cannot be merged with
other regions nor new node identifiers can be added to it. Decaying cannot be reversed,
and the routing state will be discarded when a low threshold on the Bloom filter cardinality
is reached. When the temporal decay process results in a number of bits (i.e number of 1’)
below the cardinality threshold, stale and useless routing information is discarded.
3.2 Building Routing Tables
Mobile devices in GeoHawk build and update their own routing tables by exchanging
information with other encountered devices in an opportunistic and completely distributed
fashion. Routing information is exchanged in the form of announcements that traverse
the network and direct messages that are exchanged when devices encounter each other.
GeoHawk does not assume any prior knowledge of the location of mobile devices in the
network (i.e. a GeoHawk node will learn about other nodes upon encountering other nodes
or receiving aggregated routing information) nor any centralised ‘oracle’ that communicates
the location of mobile nodes upon request. Moreover, we assume that nodes know their
own location but this information may not be accurate and, in addition, degrade over
time. More specifically, GeoHawk is designed to be compatible with the collaborative
localisation approach described in Section 3.4 and the uncertainty of the location estimation
in the notion of geo-regions; i.e. larger radii denote less certainty about both the location
of the node in its centre and the location of other nodes that reside within the same region,
as these are specified in the Bloom filter that is paired with the region.
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Given that our target environment is a very dense one in terms of mobile devices (and
users), maintaining routing information about each device separately would be completely
unrealistic, in terms of required network bandwidth and memory to communicate and store
mappings of nodes to locations, respectively. Instead, we aggregate routing information by
associating group of devices (represented as Weak Bloom Filters [2]) to specific geograph-
ical regions (Section 3.4.3 explains Weak Bloom filters in detail ). Location information is
exchanged, and new regions are created independently by mobile devices either through dir-
ect information exchange between neighbours or by disseminating location announcements
in the network.
3.2.1 Aggregating Routing State
Mobile devices aggregate routing state that they locally store with state disseminated in the
network. State is exchanged directly through control messages between two neighbouring
devices upon encounter (see Section 3.2.2), and through advertisements that are initiated
by a single source node and forwarded towards a fixed and randomly selected direction
(see Section 3.2.3). Note that the content of advertisements is also aggregated with locally
stored state, but this is described in Section 3.2.3.
Region aggregation is shown in Algorithm 1. Upon receiving new routing state, a
mobile device attempts to aggregate it with an eligible entry stored in its routing table
(Lines 1 to 11 of Algorithm 1). Routing entries that are currently being decayed cannot be
aggregated any further and will be discarded soon (see Line 2 of Algorithm 1). For each
non-decaying state, the mobile device then calculates the smallest enclosing circle for the
regions defined in the locally stored state and the incoming one (Line 3 of Algorithm 1). If
the device itself resides within this circle, aggregation is not allowed (Line 4 of Algorithm
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1). This puts a limit on the spatial weakening that aggregation results in, ensuring that
aggregated state will be useful for forwarding messages. Finally, the device calculates the
number of 1s in the resulting Bloom filter, assuming that aggregation is done (by ORing the
Bloom filters in the stored and incoming state) (Line 5 of Algorithm 1). If the cardinality
of the (provisionally) aggregated Bloom filter is larger than a maximum threshold, then
aggregation is aborted (Lines 6 to 9 of Algorithm 1).
If none of the locally stored entries can be aggregated with the incoming state (due to
spatial or temporal constraint violations), the device creates a new routing entry, copying
the region specification and Bloom filter from the incoming state (Lines 10 to 11 of
Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1: Region aggregation
Input: Region inR, Node curN; int counter;
1 foreach Region E in curN.routingTable do
2 if E.isInDecayMode == false then
3 Circle C = computeSmallestEnclosingCircle(inR, E);
4 if curN.isInCircle(C) == false then
5 BloomFilter provisionalBF = inR.BF | E.BF;
6 if provisionalBF.cardinality < maxCardinality then
7 E.BF = provisionalBF;
8 E.circle = C; counter++;
9 break;
10 if counter == 0 then
11 curN.routingTable.add(inR);
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Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of aggregating routing state. Node A (shown in
orange) receives a message as it encounters Node B (shown in purple), which can be
either a control message that communicates B’s location (and confidence about it) or an
advertisement that carries information about an aggregated region 3.1a). Figure 3.1b shows
how aggregation is done at node A. Specifically, A integrates the newly received region
(from an advertisement in this case) with an existing one (shown as the orange circle). The
yellow dots in the region denote existing nodes whose identifiers have been previously
inserted to the Bloom filter that is stored along with the information about its mapped
region. Note that this is for illustration purposes only; the only membership information
stored along with a specific region is the Bloom filter, therefore the exact nodes that reside
in a region are not known. The Bloom filters of the two regions are ORed to form the
Bloom filter of the aggregated region, as shown in Figure 3.1b.
Figure 3.1c illustrates a scenario where A tries to integrate the newly created region from
a control message. The aggregation is blocked due to violation of the spatial constraint; i.e.
if aggregation went through, node A would end up residing in the aggregated region. The
spatial constraint places a limit on the size of stored regions, the absence of which would
result in very large regions that inevitably contain a very large number of mobile devices;
apart from violating the Bloom filter cardinality constraint, very large regions would add
little knowledge about the location of specific devices.
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A
B
(a)Node A receives a control message
or announcement from node B.
A
B
101000110001
101000111001 
001000101001 
(b) Node A successfully integrates
the advertised region with a locally
stored one.
(c) Aggregation of a control message
with an existing region is aborted due
to violating the spatial constraint.
Figure 3.1 Aggregating incoming state with existing regions.
3.2.2 Direct Location Information Exchange
Mobile devices exchange information about their location when they encounter each other
and build new regions in their local routing tables, in a way that is reminiscent to the
creation of geo-regions in [2]. In contrast to [2], the initially created region is not just a
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single point in the map; instead, we incorporate the location uncertainty, which is prevalent
in the studied communication environment, by assigning a radius in the region. The radius
reflects the confidence of the location estimation (see Section 3.4); the confidence value
is carried along with the location information. 3After creating a new region, each mobile
device independently aggregates it with existing nearby regions that are stored locally, as
discussed in Section 3.2.1.
3.2.3 Routing and Processing Announcements
Fast propagation of routing information is crucial for the targeted communication environ-
ment where the density is very high and mobility is relatively slow. Announcing aggregated
information (as pairs of regions and Bloom filters representing node membership in these
regions) is the only way for nodes to be able to efficiently send messages to devices that
are far away in the network.
Each mobile device in the network periodically sends announcements that contain
(potentially aggregated) routing information relevant to its own location; each message
is forwarded towards a specific direction in the network which is randomly selected by
the source node. This is done by selecting a specific point in the two-dimensional space
so that the line between the mobile device and that point is on the randomly selected
direction4. Messages that carry such announcements are destined to a specific location in
the map and not to a specific mobile device. We employ GPSR [47] to efficiently route an
announcement to its destination.
3When combined with the collaborative localisation approach described in Section 3.4, we set the radius
based on the covariance matrix that defines the uncertainty of the location (and conversely the confidence
for this information) so that the probability that the mobile device resides within the defined region is has a
specific desired value (e.g. 0.9 in our experimental evaluation).
4Note that knowledge of the map is not required, therefore one could just select a point that is “out” of
the map. We only care about the direction that the message will be propagated to.
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We control the lifetime of messages through a hop-based Time-To-Live field that
is carried in the announcement and decreased at each hop a message takes [88]; an
announcement is discarded either when the TTL field drops to zero [88] or when the
underlying GPSR protocol detects a loop when operating in perimeter mode [47].
As the announcement is propagated into the network, it gets aggregated with routing
information that intermediate nodes store locally. The objective here is to provide mobile
devices that are far from the source of the announcement with aggregated information about
the location of nodes closer to the source device. Announcement propagation is done in a
way that devices further in an announcement’s path receive heavily aggregated information
so that they can start the process of forwarding messages to specific destinations, as
described in Section 3.3. Nodes closer to the source of an announcement have more
accurate information about the area where the source node resides; they store smaller
regions with more devoid Bloom filters. Consequently, messages are forwarded towards
devices that hold increasingly more accurate information about the destination of messages.
This is reminiscent to IP routing where in most cases the source node just knows of a
default gateway to the router it is attached to. IP routers on the path to the destination hold
more specific information about the destination, a property that is enabled by IP address
aggregation and variable length masks.
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Announcements are created at their source node where aggregation with locally stored
routing state occurs. This is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Aggregation at the source node.
Input: Node srcNode;
1 Region r = new Region(srcNode.location,
max(srcNode.confidence,transmissionRange));
2 r.BF = srcNode.ID;
3 foreach Neighbour i in transmissionRange do
4 BloomFilter provisionalBF = r.BF | i.ID;
5 if provisionalBF.cardinality <= maxCardinality then
6 r.BF = provisionalBF;
7 else
8 break;
9 if r.BF.cardinality <= maxCardinality then
10 foreach Region E in srcNode.routingTable do
11 if E.circle.isWithin(r.circle) then
12 BloomFilter provisionalBF = r.BF | e.BF;
13 if provisionalBF.cardinality <= maxCardinality then
14 r.BF = provisionalBF;
15 Announcement a = new Announcement(r, TTL, direction);
The source node first creates a region containing only itself (Line 1 to 2 of Algorithm
2); the centre of the region is its estimated location (denoted to as srcNode.location). The
radius of this region is set to be the maximum between the confidence (srcNode.confidence)
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about the location (zero if GPS is used) and the associated transmission range. The source
node then aggregates, one by one, all its neighbours (Lines 3 to 8 of Algorithm 2); i.e. the
nodes that are within its transmission range. Aggregation stops if the provisional cardinality
of the resulting Bloom filter (through ORing its current value with the identifier of the node
that is being aggregated) exceeds the maximum allowed Bloom filter cardinality (Lines
5 and 8 of Algorithm 2). Provided that the maximum cardinality has not been reached,
the node further attempts to aggregate regions that can fit within the currently defined one
(Lines 9 to 14 of Algorithm 2).
If the Bloom filter cardinality is still smaller than the maximum allowed one after
all neighbours are aggregated (Line 9 of Algorithm 2), the source node will attempt
to aggregate the advertised region with regions that it locally stores (Lines 10 to 14 of
Algorithm 2). Only regions that can fit within the currently defined region can be aggregated
(Line 11 of Algorithm 2). This is to accommodate scenarios where the confidence about
the node’s location is low, and, therefore, the radius of the advertised location is large. In
this case more information will be potentially aggregated. When GPS is used, this radius
equals the transmission range, which means that no further aggregation can happen after
aggregating the neighbouring nodes.
The advertisement is then forwarded to the next hop using GPSR (Line 15 of Algorithm
2). All nodes along the path of the advertisement, update their local state using the routing
state carried in the advertisement, as described in Section 3.2.1. Subsequently, each of
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these nodes will attempt to update the content of the advertisement through aggregation
with their local state, as described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Aggregation at intermediate nodes.
Input: Node n; Announcement a;
1 if a.region.BF.cardinality <= maxCardinality then
2 Region r = new Region(n.location, max(n.confidence,transmissionRange));
3 r.BF = n.ID;
4 Circle c = computeSmallestEnclosingCircle(a.region, r);
5 a.region.circle = c
6 a.region.BF = a.region.BF | n.ID;
7 if a.region.BF.cardinality <= maxCardinality then
8 foreach Neighbour i in transmissionRange do
9 BloomFilter provisionalBF = r.BF | i.ID;
10 if provisionalBF.cardinality <= maxCardinality then
11 r.BF = provisionalBF;
12 else
13 break;
14 if a.region.BF.cardinality <= maxCardinality then
15 foreach Region E in n.routingTable do
16 if E.circle.isWithin(a.region.circle) then
17 BloomFilter provisionalBF = a.region.BF | e.BF;
18 if provisionalBF.cardinality <= maxCardinality then
19 a.region.BF = provisionalBF;
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Intermediate nodes first check whether it is possible to further aggregate routing
information in the current advertised region by looking at the cardinality constraint (Line 1
of Algorithm 3). If further aggregation is possible, the node creates a region containing
itself (Lines 2 and 3 of Algorithm 3) with a radius that is equal to the maximum of the
confidence and its transmission range (as discussed above). It then calculates the smallest
enclosing circle (Line 4 of Algorithm 3) between the newly created region (r) and the one
carried in the advertisement (a.region). This is now the new region, spatially-wise (Line
5 of Algorithm 3). The node then attempts to aggregate its neighbours into the spatially
aggregated regions (Lines 7 to 13 of Algorithm 3). If the Bloom filter cardinality is still
smaller than the maximum allowed one after all neighbours are aggregated (Line 14 of
Algorithm 3), the source node will attempt to further aggregate regions that it locally stores
(Line 15 to 19 of Algorithm 3). Only regions that can fit within the currently defined region
can be aggregated, also taking into account the cardinality constraint (Lines 16 and 19 of
Algorithm 3).
In the example shown in Figure 3.2, node A randomly selects a direction to forward
an announcement using GPSR (Figure 3.2a). Initially, the announcement contains A’s
location along with its estimation confidence represented as the radius of the region, as
shown in Figure 3.2a. Source node A then attempts to perform the first form of aggregation,
by integrating its own position with the positions of its neighbours (shown in yellow)
and/or existing regions that can fit within this region (see Figure 3.2b). It replaces the
announcement’s initial content with the outcome of this integration. Assuming that
the source node is confident about its own location, the maximum transmission range
defines the region’s radius; otherwise the maximum radius reflects the (low) confidence
about its location. Integration is restricted by the maximum cardinality defined for the
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Bloom filter and the defined region radius. Once integration is successful and available
capacity (in terms of the maximum allowed cardinality) exists, A further tries to aggregate
existing information (neighbours/ regions) that can be fitted within the defined area. When
integration of potentially multiple regions is completed, A proceeds with forwarding the
announcement to its next hop. The announcement is then received and processed by Node
B. B aggregates its local neighbours, defines the maximum area (Bs’ transmission range
or location confidence) and computes the new radius. The updated region is the smallest
circle that contains both regions (see Figure 3.2c). B then looks up its routing table for
regions (shown in green in Figure 3.2c) along with the respective Bloom filters that could
potentially be aggregated to the advertised region, and attempts aggregation if none of
the constraints are violated. In this example, B aggregates the initially advertised region
with one of its locally stored regions that can be fitted with the smallest defined circle
(as shown in Figure 3.2c). The updated Bloom filter is the result of ORing the respective
Bloom filters, while the regions’ radius remains unaffected. The announcement is then
subsequently propagated to node C (shown in orange in Figure 3.2d), which performs the
same steps.
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Figure 3.2 Announcing and aggregating regions - constraints are satisfied.
Figure 3.3 depicts a scenario where the Bloom filter constraint is violated. In the
first step, Node A aggregates the region defined in the message with its own location
and a locally stored region (shown in purple in Figure 3.3a), then relays the updated
announcement to node B. B follows the same procedure and aggregates its local neighbours,
then computes the smallest enclosing circle to define the new boundary of the aggregated
regions. Once this phase is done, B searches it local table and tries to aggregate any region
(shown in green in Figure 3.3b) within the newly defined area as long as the conditions are
not violated. The updated announcement is forwarded to the next neighbouring node (C).
After completing the first two blocks in Algorithm 3, C cannot aggregate the region defined
in the announcement with the one stored locally at C (shown in orange and marked with
an X), as this would violate the maximum cardinality constraint, as illustrated in Figure
3.3c. As a result, the advertised region in the message only integrates Cs’ neighbours and
the announcement is further forwarded to node D, as depicted in Figure 3.3d. D can go on
with region aggregations following the same procedure.
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Figure 3.3 Announcing and aggregating regions - per-hop radius increment constraint
violation.
3.3 Routing Messages
Message forwarding consists of two phases. In the first phase, a message is forwarded to
one or more “destination” regions; i.e. regions where the destination device is believed to
be residing. In the second phase the message is propagated within the destination region(s)
until it reaches its destination (a specific mobile device whose identifier is included in the
message).
Messages carry two counters; a Hop and a Bias Freshness (BF) counter. The Hop
counter is increased at each node that processes a message. The BF counter denotes the
number of hops since the last time the message path was altered by an intermediate node
and is increased at each node that processes a message. Whenever the destination region
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of a message is altered, as described below, the BF counter is reset back to zero. Both
counters are used in the second phase of routing (see Section 3.3.2), after a message has
reached its destination region. Each message also carries a Time-To-Live field that is used
to eliminate the otherwise rare loops [2].
3.3.1 Routing a Message to its Destination Region
For a newly created message to be sent to a specific destination node, the source node
iterates through its routing table and, for each entry, it tests whether the identifier of the
destination node is a member of the associated Bloom filter; i.e. it checks whether the
destination node is believed to be residing in one or more regions known to the source
node. If no such region exists, the source node randomly selects a zero strength region in
the network. Zero strength regions are not stored in the routing table and represent points
in the map with zero radius along with all-zero Bloom filters (hence the zero spatial and
temporal strength, respectively). The aim here is to increase coverage and consequently the
probability that the message makes it to its destination, when the location of the destination
node is unknown. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4, where the destination node identifier
(10000000000000) tests negatively against all routing entries in the source node’s routing
entries. As a result, the source node forwards the message towards the shown (randomly
selected) zero strength region. The assumption here is that nodes along the path to a
zero strength region will store routing state about the destination node and, therefore will
redirect the message towards the region where the destination node actually resides.
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A 00010101000010
B 00110000000001 
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D 00001000100001 
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Destination Node (ID: 10000000000000)
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Message Replica
Figure 3.4 Routing to zero strength regions.
If one or more entries match the destination identifier, the node will select the strongest
entry (temporally and spatially) to route the message to. More specifically, it will select
the entry whose associated Bloom filter yields a higher probability that the destination
node resides in the respective region. If the matched entries are equally temporally strong,
the one with the smaller radius (i.e. the spatially stronger) will be selected. Figure 3.5
illustrates a scenario where the destination identifier (00000000000100) tests positively
only against the Bloom filter for region E. Consequently, the message is forwarded towards
this region.
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Figure 3.5 Routing to the temporally stronger region.
Messages carry the temporal strength of the associated routing decision; the spatial
strength is also included given that messages carry their destination region (centre and
radius) along with the identifier of the actual destination node.
As with routing announcements, GeoHawk employs GPSR [47] to forward messages to
a destination region. GPSR routes messages to the centre of the destination region carried
in a message. At each subsequent hop, GeoHawk may bias the destination of the message
by changing the destination region of received messages. To do so, it compares the strength
of the routing state stored at the mobile node against the strength of the information that
last biased the destination of the message (or the one set at the source node, as described
above). This is done as described in [2] where priority is given to the temporal strength.
Ties are broken by looking at the spatial strengths (i.e. the radius of the destination region).
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Figure 3.6 Biasing the route of a message.
In Figure 3.6 the message is initially routed towards the destination region shown in
blue. The destination node does not actually reside in this region; e.g. because the node
has moved and the routing state at the source node is outdated. Note that the message
is actually routed to the centre of the blue region (shown with an X) using GPSR. The
path that the message takes is illustrated with the arrows of the same colour as the one
of its destination region.5 Node A stores routing information that is temporally stronger
compared to the one that initially defined the destination of the message. As a result, of
that, the message is rerouted towards the orange region (i.e. to its centre), into which the
destination node resides. Finally, at node B the message is rerouted to the black region
which is smaller than the orange one and contains fewer devices. As we explain in Section
3.3.2 this results in less network overhead and energy consumption compared to delivering
the message within the orange region. Note that during this phase, it is very unlikely that
the message would make it to the destination node or the centre of the region. Given the
5The faded arrows represent the path the message would have taken if it was not rerouted by intermediate
nodes.
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high user density in the network, the expected number of users in destination regions (even
in small ones) is high. GeoHawk’s second phase ensures that the message will make it
to its destination node. This mode of delivery is based on flooding the message within
the destination region and is activated when the message reaches its destination region, as
described in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.2 Routing a Message within the Destination Region
During the first phase of GeoHawk’s routing process, a message is forwarded towards
the centre of its destination region (defined as a pair of (centre, radius)) using GPSR.
The destination region may change (biased) as the message traverses mobile devices
that potentially have better information about the destination device, as explained in the
previous section. When a message reaches its destination region, the second phase of
GeoHawk’s routing process is activated. The objective of this phase is to forward the
message to the destination node quickly and with the minimum possible network overhead
(and consequently energy consumption). Note that the location of the destination node
within the region is unknown, therefore we cannot use a protocol like GPSR to route the
message to it. To be more precise, there can be no hard guarantees about the very existence
of the node within its destination region 6, although GeoHawk’s first phase strives to
minimise such a routing failure. In order to assess whether a message’s destination node
resides within the destination region defined in the message, we calculate the ratio rm
of the number of hops before the message was last biased over the total number of hops
that the message took during the first phase; i.e. rm = #Hops #BF#Hops . This fraction is 0 if the
message was never biased and 1 when it was last biased by the node currently processing
6Both aggregation and Bloom filters’ false positives contribute to this factor.
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it. A (configurable) threshold is used to differentiate between two distinct cases. A second
filtering mechanism is used to prevent spurious flooding of messages in regions. More
specifically, GeoHawk allows flooding only when the membership test of the destination
node yields a probability higher than a threshold; i.e. only when the temporal strength of
the message in the destination region is acceptably high. If both of these conditions hold,
GeoHawk will flood the message. In the opposite case, GeoHawk starts over as described
in 3.3.1.
Figure 3.7 Redirecting a message to a different region when rm is less than the bias
threshold.
The latter case is illustrated in Figure 3.7. More specifically, in this scenario node A
does not have any (strong) information about where the destination node is (nor any other
node in the path to the blue region). Consequently, the message’s route is never biased
and the value of rm is 0. This is a strong indication for the first node in the message’s
destination region that receives the message, that the destination node is not in the specified
region; flooding the message in this case would be a waste of network resources and would
result in unnecessary energy consumption. Instead, the node resets the routing process (to
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its first phase) while retaining the last set bias. Resetting the bias value will likely cause
the message to linger/be confined within a specific area until it expires. This is because
neighbouring nodes will likely have similar information, which can restrict messages from
exploring other parts of the network and finding the correct region. In this case the node
possesses better information (red region) and, as a result, redirects the message towards its
centre (using GPSR). Similarly, GeoHawk would also redirect the message if the temporal
strength of the region for the specific destination node was not above the pre-specified
threshold.
3.3.3 Ticketing and Replication
GeoHawk employs controlled replication of messages through a simple but effective
ticketing mechanism similarly to the one described in [88]. The key objective here is to
maximise geographical coverage (and increase message delivery ratio) when conflicting
(but similarly strong) information exists at intermediate mobile devices. To avoid inducing
excessive network overhead in the network, each message is initially assigned with a
pre-specified set of tickets. A message can be replicated only if there are still available
tickets. Replicating a message costs a single ticket and replicated messages carry the
same amount of tickets the original message carried after the number was reduced by one,
i.e. they can also be replicated themselves which enables better exploration across the
whole network area. Intermediate mobile devices will replicate a message if they store
stronger state which points to a different direction in the network. Direction granularity in
GeoHawk is coarse and mapped to the four quadrants of the Cartesian coordinate system.
The original message is then routed towards its original path and can be biased towards a
different direction only when no more tickets are available.
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An example is shown in Figure 3.8. The message is initially assigned with 2 tickets.
Node B stores stronger information but because there are available tickets, the message
is not biased. Instead it is replicated towards the region shown in green. Both messages
now carry 1 ticket. Node F further replicates the message for the same reason towards
the region shown in orange. At that point both messages have 0 tickets and cannot be
replicated any further. if any stronger information is encountered ahead, the messages
will be biased (but not replicated). The same process is followed at node C that replicates
the message towards the region shown in red. The result of ticketing and replication is
that messages may explore a large portion of a network when stronger information can be
found as approaching the destination region(s). In the best case scenario the message will
only be flooded in the red region, if the bias freshness and temporal strength thresholds are
not met in the blue, green and orange regions.
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Figure 3.8 GeoHawk replication.
GeoHawk takes a measure to prevent devices from unnecessarily flooding a region
even if the destination node is believed to be residing there. More specifically, a mobile
device will not flood the same message (including copies of this message) more than once
7. This is shown in Figure 3.9. Node B replicates the message, initially towards the red
region. The replicated message is subsequently biased towards the dashed red region. The
original message ends up in the dashed blue region which overlaps with the one illustrated
in dashed red. Nodes that reside in both these regions will only flood the message once.
7In order to eliminate redundancy, each node maintains a set of message IDs that have been received
through flooded for a certain period of time. Thus, nodes are able to distinguish redundant messages ( i.e. it
can aid nodes in deciding whether to accept an incoming message or not).
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Figure 3.9 GeoHawk replication - preventing duplicate flooding.
3.4 Collaborative Localisation in Dense Opportunistic Net-
works
In this section we present the design of the proposed localisation approach, which estimates
users’ position in the absence of GPS or any other accurate positioning system. The
proposed approach could operate as a standalone location service; here it is presented as
a component of GeoHawk which is designed to be able to operate even when accurate
location information is not (always) available.
As discussed in Chapter 2, most geographical routing protocols rely on accurate
location information to route messages to their recipients effectively and efficiently. This,
in turn, requires significant energy consumption (e.g. to have GPS on), advanced equipment
or a pre-deployed network infrastructure [62][117][111][52][96]. This may not always be
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possible, especially in dense, opportunistic networks that we study in the context of this
thesis. Considering all these, we propose integrating Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR)
with a collaborative approach [51] to estimate the position of a device in the absence of
GPS or an accurate positioning system. We employ Particle Filtering (PF) to smooth the
accumulated error, until a new accurate location reading is possible; i.e. we assume that
from time to time mobile devices are able to accurately locate themselves (e.g. by using
GPS infrequently, or when they can actually get a GPS signal, or by using pre-deployed
location beacons).
3.4.1 Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR)
PDR is a special case of Dead Reckoning, and is used to estimate a device’s position by
extrapolating it from the previous along with information obtained from inertial sensors
(accelerometers and/or gyroscopes), while taking into account the movement complexity of
the carrier and the placement of the mobile device [106]. PDR initially provides accurate
location estimates but as time goes by (and the distance from the first measurement
increases), its accumulated error becomes large and the estimates unusable. In our system,
we use PDR [106] as the basis for location estimation and employ collaborative localisation
and particle filtering to smooth the accumulated error, which is eventually corrected when
an accurate reading is made possible.
3.4.2 Proximity and Collaboration
In order to bound the (accumulated) error induced by PDR, we employ collaborative
localisation [51]. In our approach, when a device encounters another device, it is assumed
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that they both reside in the same location therefore the objective is to aggregate (potentially)
inaccurate location information to produce a better estimate. The transmission range of a
specific wireless communication technology determines the accuracy of our localisation
approach; the larger the transmission range is, the less accurate an estimation will be,
given that the key assumption is that devices are co-located upon encounter. The best-case
achieved accuracy is therefore relatively high, given the small ranges supported by common
wireless technologies in mobile devices and the fact that we target crowded events, a fact
that limits the reachability of devices.
Aggregating location information is based on the approach proposed in [51]. Under
the assumption that the location of a device is represented as a joint bivariate normal
distribution, with the mean of the distribution (µ) being the location estimate, and the
variance (s2) being the confidence for the estimate, the updated location estimation for
both devices that are encountering each other is as follows.
µ = µ1s
2
2+µ2s21
s21+s22
(3.1)
s2 = s
2
1s22
s21+s22
(3.2)
where µ refers to the newly computed estimation, and s2 denotes the respective confidence
of the estimate. Correspondingly µ1 and s21 represent the location and confidence of the
current device, while µ2 and s22 represent the location and confidence of the encountered
node’s estimated measurement. The main idea is that the newly calculated estimation is
closer to the more confident initial estimate. Note that with the given formulas, multiple
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frequent encounters between the same two devices, may (significantly) increase 8the
variance of the location estimation9; i.e. decrease the confidence about it. To avoid diluting
the location estimation upon such multiple encounters, we place a constraint in terms of
travelled distance before allowing to subsequently integrate information with a previously
encountered device. This is in-line with the studied communication environment; network
is dense and mobility is low; mobile devices may be in the proximity of each other for a
long time (e.g. when attending a gig in a music festival). If they move away from each other
then it is expected that they will roam the area before ever encountering each other again
(hence the imposed condition on travelled distance)10. Contrary to the approach followed
in [51], we use particle filtering to keep track of the location of a device; the average of the
bi-variate Gaussian distribution is calculated as the weighted average of the location of all
particles. We describe how particle filtering is integrated with the collaborative localisation
approach below.
Examples of collaborative localisation are shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. In Figure
3.10 node A is not confident about its location hence the large radius in the orange circle,
which denotes the lack of confidence. On the other hand, node B is more confident. The
resulting location and confidence are always the same for both devices. As shown in
3.10b the orange radius is now smaller as a result of merging a high-confidence estimate.
The purple circle is not larger compared to the pre-merging one. Figure 3.11 illustrates
a scenario where both nodes have the same confidence about their location. As a result,
8Depending on its original value, multiple encounters can artificially inflate or deflate the value.
9Combining the location information of two nodes again and again (e.g. because they are in the vicinity
of each other for a long time) could produce false estimation as it can result in a considerably incorrect
variance, which eventually affects the estimated positions of other nodes [51]. .
10The nature of mobility in application scenarios (namely, very crowded, geographically confined areas,
low user mobility and intermittent access to the Internet and location services) confirms this premise.
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(shown in Figure 3.11b) the calculated radii are the same, albeit larger than the original
nodes, due to confidence degradation due to location integration.
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Figure 3.10 Collaborative localisation when devices have different confidences about their
location.
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Figure 3.11 Collaborative localisation when devices have similar confidence about their
location.
3.4.3 Particle Filtering
PDR and collaborative localisation are prone to a range of errors, such as intermittent
connectivity, signal fluctuation, sensing device failure, sensor sensitivity [52][17], and
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in particular PDR noise (error accumulation), which can be challenging to account for
even with prediction and detection [51]. Thus, mechanisms such as filtering techniques
are needed to eliminate, reduce or smooth noise in order to ensure an acceptable level of
accuracy without affecting the obtained measurement excessively [52][17].
A suitable filtering technique that fits our problem space is Particle Filtering (PF).
PF uses a set of particles which represent the posterior distribution of some stochastic
process given noisy and/or partial observations (the location of a device in the presence
of mobility and sensor noise in our case). PF supports both linear and non-linear systems
that suffer from high uncertainty [52][17][29]. In PF, the state of the system (i.e. the
location of a device in the two-dimensional space) is estimated through a set of generated
particles. The life-cycle of the particles undergoes two phases; the observation phase and
movement phase. The objective of the observation phase is to predict the future position
of the particles according to a known movement model. At the end of the observation
phase particles are moved towards the estimated position. During the movement phase
particles are re-weighted based on an observation from one or more sensors [29]. Particles
are then re-sampled, by selecting the ones with the highest weights and discarding the
rest (either after each iteration or when they reach a certain threshold) [52][17][29]. In
our network environment there is no pre-specified or known movement model. During
the observation phase particles are positioned based on PDR measurements [52][46].
Collaborative localisation is consequently used to correct particles’ position in the absence
of accurate localisation systems.
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Initialisation
Particles are initialised under the assumption that the initial position of a device can be
known (e.g. through GPS). Particles are sampled from a bi-variate normal distribution with
the actual location as a mean; each sampled particle is basically a location hypotheses paired
with a weight to show its likelihood. The covariance matrix represents the uncertainty of
the initial position estimation (or conversely the confidence of the mobile device about its
location). In principle, the initial position could be unknown. In that case particles are
generated uniformly at the network area. We then assign the same weight to all particles,
indicating that each particle is likely to be the node’s actual position. The weights represent
the likelihood that each hypothesis is true [52][17][29].
Figure 3.12 illustrates the initialisation phase in our localisation system; particles
(shown as yellow dots) represent a set of hypothesis (i.e. location estimations), which are
normally distributed around the initially known position and generated either at the start
or after every re-sample process (see Section 3.4.3. As a result they are all very close to
the actual location. If the initial location was provided with less accuracy, particles would
have been distributed across a much larger circular area denoting the (lack of) confidence
about the device’s location. Note that in this example we only use four particles. This is for
demonstration purposes as in an actual deployment the number would be higher. There is
a well-known trade-off between accuracy of estimations and required computation, related
to the number of particles.11
11In our experimentation we will be using 100 particles; generating more particles leads to higher efficiency
at the cost of complexity and computational overhead, which results in significantly longer simulations.
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Figure 3.12 Illustration of the initialisation phase.
Prediction phase
When accurate information becomes unavailable, the location of a mobile device can only
be estimated through pedestrian dead reckoning. This is done periodically. PDR results
in increasing errors which render the confidence about the location lower. Although all
particles are moved altogether according to the PDR readings, we model the confidence
decrease by separately recording a radius of a circular area. This is subsequently used
at collaborative localisation phase to calculate the covariance matrix that is exchanged
between two devices upon encounter.
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Figure 3.13 Illustration of error growth in the prediction phase.
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Figure 3.13 demonstrates this process. Node A is moving and PDR is employed at
times t1, t2, t3. A’s actual location is shown as A1,A2,A3. PDR estimations are shown
with an X. The circular area in orange denotes the (ever reducing) confidence about the
estimation. Note that although the radius is increasing the particle filters are all moving as
PDR dictates.
Measurement phase
Upon encounter, mobile devices exchange their location information and the respective
confidence (as shown in Figure3.14a). As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, to avoid unnecessary
decrease in the location estimations due to multiple encounters in short timescales (e.g.
when devices are roaming in the same area) [51], we only allow such exchange if devices
have travelled at least 100m since their last encounter. Mobile devices may have different
confidences for their location estimations, as shown in Figure 3.14b.
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B
(a) Message/Information exchange.
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X
(b) Illustration of location confidence of both
encountered nodes A and B.
After location information is exchanged, mobile devices compute the mean and variance
of their new estimated location (which is common for both devices), according to the
formulae discussed in Section 3.4.2. The results of this computation are then used to
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re-weight the particles. Particles positioned near the computed collaborative mean are
weighted with a higher weight compared to distant ones. Weights are calculated using the
Mahalanobis distance of the newly calculated location (co-location of the two encountered
devices) and the particles. The Mahalanobis distance is a measure of the distance between
a point and a distribution, which is ideal for our setup. It enables us to measure how similar
our prediction is (i.e. the particle filters) to the actual value (i.e. the computed collaborative
mean).
distance=
s
(xi µx)2
s2x
+
(yi µy)2
s2y
Note that the equation above (3.4.3) is a simplified version of the Mahalanobis distance
in a two dimensional space with uncorrelated values for x and y; i.e. when their covariance
is 0. An example of this calculation is shown in Figure 3.15. Node A encounters node
B. B’s confidence about its location is way stronger than A’s. As shown in the figure,
calculated collaborative mean is consequently very close to B’s previous estimation. The
figure illustrates A’s perspective; A’s particles are re-weighted so that the ones that are
closer to the new collaboratively calculated mean are higher (thickness is shown using the
turquoise rings in Figure3.15).
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Figure 3.15 Illustration of re-weighting phase.
Subsequently, the computed weights are normalised. We introduce an additional step
before the weight value is finalised, which is deciding how much the receiver should rely
on the newly computed information versus the previous information. This is crucial to
avoid dramatic decreases in the location accuracy when encountering nodes with severely
inaccurate location estimations. We employ an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
(EWMA), as shown below:
new_weight = (1 a)⇤old_weight+(a)⇤new_weight
where a is determined as follows:
a =
s2Old
s2Collaborative+s2Old
The value of a ensures that more weighting is put to the new weight when the confid-
ence for the old location estimate was very high (in comparison with the confidence for
the new location) and vice versa.
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Resampling
The final phase in the life-cycle of particles is the resampling one. New particles are
generated around the ones with the highest weights (which are calculated as described
above) and the associated weights are reset so that all particles have uniform weights.
Particles with small weights are deleted. Resampling is used to avoid situations where all
but one of the weights are close to zero.
The whole life-cycle is repeated after every encounter. If accurate information be-
comes available (e.g. outdoors or when GPS is enabled), the whole process is reset and
initialisation takes place again based on the new accurate information.
Chapter 4
Experimental Evaluation and Analysis
In this chapter we present and discuss GeoHawk’s extensive experimental evaluation,
including performance comparison with the state-of-the-art protocols, namely Epidemic
[112], PRoPHET [60] and WSR [2]. We have implemented GeoHawk and WSR in
the ONE simulator, which we used to simulate different types of dense opportunistic
networks and user mobility. The ONE simulator comes with models for the Epidemic
and WSR protocols. In Section 4.1, we discuss the Key Performance Indicators for
GeoHawk and how we measure them within the ONE simulator. In Section 4.2, we
describe different parameters that influence the behaviour of GeoHawk; we explore the
effect of said parameters in subsequent sections.
First, in Section 4.3, we explore GeoHawk’s behaviour when varying the parameters
discussed in Section 4.2. We experiment with a dense network with static users (Section
4.3.1) and a dense network with slow mobility (Section 4.3.2). Note that the expected
mobility in the studied dense network environments is generally limited so the static
network approximates the target networks fairly well. By eliminating the mobility factor,
we can better explore and understand the behaviour of GeoHawk when varying a diverse set
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of protocol parameters. For the mobility scenario, we have implemented specific mobility
models in the ONE simulation that allow us to simulate crowded events, such as music
festivals. In Section 4.5 we compare the performance of GeoHawk with well-studied
opportunistic routing protocols, such as Epidemic, PRoPHET and WSR. In Section 4.5.3,
we introduce uncertainty in the location of mobile devices emulating networking scenarios
where GPS may be unavailable or prohibitively expensive in terms of energy consumption.
Finally, we evaluate GeoHawk in conjunction with the proposed collaborative localisation
approach.
4.1 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
The core KPIs for GeoHawk are the message delivery ratio, delivery latency and network
overhead.
Delivery Ratio. The message delivery ratio captures the ability of a network protocol
to deliver messages to their destination effectively and it can be affected by a number of
complex network conditions (e.g. limited buffer space in the mobile devices, increased
mobility, limited bandwidth, large network overhead etc.). The message delivery ratio is
calculated as follows:
delivery_ratio=
#delivered_messages
#created_messages
(4.1)
Note that in the calculation above, we ignore all control messages and routing advert-
isements and focus only on data messages that we inject in the network. When appropriate,
we report the number of disseminated advertisements separately.
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Latency and Hop Count. These two metrics reflect the efficiency of the protocol in
terms of the time and number of hops it takes to reach the destination device within the
destination region. In order to get the full picture regarding GeoHawk’s delivery behaviour
and performance, we measure the latency and hop-count for both reaching the destination
region (i.e. at the end of phase 1) and the destination device (i.e. at the end of phase 2).
Delivery latency and hop count are linked; however, given the mobility in the network,
along with the (resulting) opportunistic connectivity, shorter paths (in terms of hop count)
may be slower e.g. because specific devices in the path have been disconnected for some
time. Along the same lines, longer paths may be faster to traverse if all devices are
connected.
Network Overhead. Delivering messages in crowded network environments is far from
straightforward. Control messages and advertisements are exchanged, and data messages
may be replicated or re-routed when information in the network is stale or inaccurate.
For each message to be delivered to its destination the network needs to transmit data
larger in size compared to the size of the message; this is the network overhead required to
deliver messages. We assess the performance of the proposed protocol in terms of network
overhead by separately counting the number of exchanged data and control (including
advertisements) messages in the network.
To better understand the effectiveness of GeoHawk’s first phase (i.e. how well Geo-
Hawk forwards a message its destination region), we study the effect of the two thresholds
that restrict GeoHawk from flooding a message to its destination region; i.e. when it is
believed by a mobile device that the destination node resides within a region it currently
resides. We define as a True Positive (TP), a situation when a device floods a message in
the destination region (where it also currently resides), and the destination node is in this
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area. In the context of the simulation we can trivially retrieve the current location of any
device. Respectively, a False Positive (FP) occurs when a device floods a message in the
destination region (where it also currently resides), but the destination node is not in this
area. True and False Negatives (TN and FN) are defined accordingly.
We define two threshold values that are used to eliminate false positives when flooding
a message into its destination area; these values are for (1) the ratio rm of the number of
hops before the message was last biased over the total number of hops that the message took
during the first phase (path ratio threshold) and (2) the probability derived when matching
a device identifier to a weak Bloom filter (see Section 3.1) (membership probability
threshold). We report on GeoHawk’s behaviour when only taking into account the first
threshold and when taking into account both thresholds. The latter case naturally results in
lower true and false positives, compared to the former one.
4.2 Protocol Parameters and Mobility Patterns
A number of parameters affect GeoHawk’s behaviour and performance; we have extens-
ively experimented with different values in various network scenarios. Below, we group
and summarise them.
4.2.1 Geographical Regions and Routing Tables
Routing entries in GeoHawk consist of a region specification (coordinates of centre and
radius) along with a weak Bloom filter that represents the identifiers of the devices believed
to reside within the region. Region information decays both spatially and temporally (see
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Chapter 3.1). A number of parameters affect the decaying process and the underlying weak
Bloom filters.
Bloom filters are characterised by their size; i.e. the number of bits used to aggregate
information about device identifiers, the number of hash functions k used to insert and
match an element in the Bloom filter. Along with the expected number of elements n, these
parameters result in a specific false positive probability, the probability that an element
is matched in the filter although it was never inserted. In our approach, we use decaying
Bloom filters with the following related parameters; the decay interval defines how often
devices check and decay stored regions; by default this value is set to the ONE simulators’
update rate/interval as shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. At every check, a device will discard
entries when the cardinality of the respective Bloom filter is below the cardinality threshold.
When the regions’ lifetime (region TTL) expires, temporal decaying is initiated. While
a region is being temporally decayed (i.e. after it reached its maximum lifetime), the
decaying probability defines the probability that a bit set to 1 in the weak Bloom filter
will be flipped to 0; the decay probability defines the Bloom filters’ bit flipping rate (see
default values in Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The larger the decaying probability is, the faster a
weak Bloom filter is decayed, resulting in faster discarding of the respective routing entry.
Each node maintains routing information about the topology in the form of regions
mapped to weak Bloom filters. Said routing information is checked against incoming
messages which are biased if stronger information is found. The size of the routing table
determines the maximum size of the routing table before having to drop entries, in order to
store new ones. Larger routing tables require more memory from mobile devices and may
end up storing stale information. On the other hand very small tables would be problematic
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when no information could be found to route messages to their destinations (especially in
large and dense networks). The replacement policy is First-In-First-Out.
4.2.2 Announcements
GeoHawk relies on announcements to disseminate routing information that refresh the
distributed state of the network. Advertisements are forwarded towards specific directions.
The announcement interval defines how often a node generates a new announcement that
is propagated in the network using GPSR. This value affects the rate at which information
is updated in the network and the induced (control) network overhead. The announcement
lifetime (announcement TTL) defines the number of network hops an announcement can
take before it is discarded. The value is configured taking into account the diameter of the
network. Small values may result in announcements never reaching remote nodes, whereas
large values of the lifetime may bring about unnecessary network overhead and result in
stale information being disseminated.
4.2.3 Data Messages
GeoHawk’s primary objective is to route and deliver data messages to their destination
nodes. The protocol does so by biasing, redirecting, flooding and replicating these messages
in an attempt to increase the delivery ratio. A GeoHawk message starts with a given number
of tickets (tickets  0). A message can only be biased (and not replicated) when tickets= 0.
Increasing the value of tickets may improve the chances of delivering a data message,
however at the cost of extra required bandwidth and buffer space at network devices with
limited resources, which, overall, may have a negative effect on delivery ratio.
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Deciding to flood a message or not if the current node resides in the message’s destina-
tion region is determined by two thresholds; The path ratio threshold acts on the ratio rm of
the number of hops before the message was last biased over the total number of hops that
the message took during the first phase. The membership probability threshold sets a limit
on the weak Bloom filter matching process at the current node; when the matching results
in a probability lower than the threshold, the current node will not flood the message, but
redirect it to a new region.
4.2.4 Mobility Patterns
We explore three different yet generalized scenarios involving mobility to investigate a
range of applications, as the ones mentioned in Chapter 1; (1) devices slowly roam within
the whole area covered by the opportunistic network; (2) devices slowly roam within
2 sub-areas in the network (where events take place) and a subset of these move from
event area to event area; (3) as in (2) but with 4 events and, therefore, smaller event areas.
The mobility pattern for all the above mentioned scenarios is as follows. Initially, each
mobile device is randomly assigned with an action which can be to stand within an event
area, walk slowly within an event area or walk a bit faster towards another event area (if
more exist). The duration of the action is selected uniformly are random from the range
[300,600] seconds. At the end of this time period, a node is randomly assigned with a new
action, as defined above.
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4.3 Exploring GeoHawk’s Behaviour
GeoHawk involves a number of parameters that affect its behaviour in complex and, at
times, conflicting ways. Before proceeding with comparing its performance with the
state-of-the-art, we systematically explore its performance and associated behaviours when
varying these parameters. Such a systematic exploration will allow us to understand how
sensitive GeoHawk is to specific parameters and, equally importantly, how to set their
values for the various studied (simulated) deployments.
4.3.1 Static Network Topology
In this section we evaluate the performance of GeoHawk in a static network topology. The
fact that mobile nodes are not moving, simplifies exploring the behaviour of the protocol.
As mentioned above, it is also a fair approximation of our studied opportunistic network
environments, where mobility is assumed to be low given that nodes are densely populated
in a given area. The default values for all simulation parameters are shown in Table 4.1.
We have simulated an opportunistic network that spans an area of 41 ⇤ 41m2 1 and
contains 1533 2 devices that were uniformly distributed in the simulated area . The
transmission range and rate were set to 5 metres and 250Kbps, respectively 3. The duration
of each simulation was configured to be 1800. Time in the ONE simulator progresses
through periodic ticks of the virtual clock; we set the period to be 0.5 seconds seconds4.
1Running ONE simulations in larger areas and with the same density would not be practical.
2This density is selected based on hexagonal tessellation, which divides the simulated area in a way that
ensures equal spacing and uniform distribution of the desired density.
3Although we use the same transmission rate as the one supported by Bluetooth, the transmission range
had to be adjusted in order to simulate signal strengths within dense settings while making it proportional to
the selected area size.
4Both the simulators’ duration and refresh rate (periodic ticks) are also another limitation of the ONE
simulator, which was designed for sparse environments that handle large datagrams; a larger refreshing
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Table 4.1 Default values for static scenario.
Parameter Value
Map size 41m * 41m
#hosts 1533 nodes
Transmission range 5m
Transmission rate 250Kbps
Simulation duration 1800s
Update interval 0.5
Cool down period 100s
Message size 100KB
Message TTL 60s
Message arrival rate 10 messages per 100 seconds
Buffer size 10M
Announcement frequency 10s
Announcement TTL 15 hops
Bloom filter size 4000bits
Table size 30 FIFO
Region TTL 30s
Decay radius rate 0 m/s
Decay probability 0
Cardinality threshold 1
Tickets 0
Path ratio threshold 0.9
Membership probability threshold 0.9
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The last 100 seconds are ignored (cool down period) 5. Data messages (100KB each with
a TTL value of 60 seconds) are injected in mobile devices that are selected uniformly at
random 6; we inject 10 messages every 100 seconds. We have set the value of the buffer
size at each mobile device and the message lifetime to 10MB and 60 seconds, respectively7.
Mobile devices issue advertisements every 10 seconds and each advertisement can
be forwarded for up to 15 hops. Bloom filters are 2000 bits long. Routing tables can
store up to 30 routing entries and the replacing policy is FIFO. Regions’ spatial decay is
disabled ( set to 0 ) to suite the topology of a static scenario. Thus, the regions’ size will
only be affected by region integration. Temporal decaying will start after 30 seconds but
decaying is disabled given that the network is static, which means that routing entries are
discarded immediately after temporal decaying is triggered. This is achieved by setting
the cardinality ratio threshold to 1; i.e. an entry is discarded when fewer than 100% of the
Bloom filter bits are zero (which is obviously always true)8.
Finally, by default, replication is disabled (initial number of tickets is set to 0)9 . The
two thresholds that control flooding in destination regions, as described in Section 3.3.2,
are set to 0.9 which is a strict choice 10 .
Before discussing the results for the static network topology, it is worth exploring what
would be an ideal reported delivery ratio. A value of a 100% would not be possible for a
rate means that we lose bandwidth (the chance to send/exchange small data packets), while a smaller rate
indicates more processing hence, slowing down the simulator.
5The cool down period considers the average latency and frequency of packets being generated.
6The size of packets and the frequency of generation are also constrained by the simulator’s capabilities.
7We chose a large buffer size to assist us in evaluating the protocols performance without having to
consider the limitations on resources. On the other hand, the message lifetime here reflects latency average.
8The default values of advert frequency and TTL, BF size, routing table size, region TTL and cardinality
were selected based on the assessment of series of experiments, which considers the simulators’ limitations
and protocols’ performance in the defined environment.
9Our analysis showed that packets can easily find their way in this static scenario. As a result, we decided
to disable the ticketing mechanism.
10Strict thresholds are deployed to guard against false positives and spontaneous flooding.
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number of reasons; (1) in the current static network topology, GPSR constructs planarised
graphs with leaf nodes (i.e. nodes with a signal connectivity edge). This means that GPSR
will likely forward messages that have been traversing the networks’ external/outer face to
one of these leaf nodes. In the absence of mobility, leaf nodes will keep messages until
they expire, as GPSR will not forward a message to the node it received it from to avoid
routing loops. (2) Bloom filters are prone to false positives 11, which means that, even in a
static scenario, a message may be flooded in the wrong region; in turn, this means that the
message will never make it to its destination node.
Bloom Filter Size
GeoHawk relies on Bloom filters for aggregating routing information in terms of identifiers
of nodes that are known to be residing within a specific region. The size of the Bloom
filter has significant impact on the false positive rate when matching the identifier of a
destination node to locally stored routing state. Below we investigate the effect of the
Bloom filter size on GeoHawk’s performance.
In Figure 4.1a we see that the Bloom filter size significantly affects the delivery ratio;
more specifically, for sizes smaller than 1000 bits, message delivery is very problematic
due to a large amount of false positives. The delivery latency and associated number of
hops to the destination device and region are smaller for smaller Bloom filters. This is
again because of the large number of false positives which lead to flooding very quickly.
This is apparent in Figure 4.1d where the induced network overhead is very high for small
Bloom filter sizes (600%).
11False positives are one of the main characteristics of Bloom filters. However, the severity of this problem
becomes more apparent with temporal decay.
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Overall, we observe that GeoHawk performs very well for Bloom filter sizes that are
greater than 1500 bits in all KPIs. Larger Bloom filters do not provide any further benefits
for this setup. The Bloom filter size is a deployment specific parameter which relates to
the number of mobile devices and the density of the network; i.e. given a desired false
positive rate (a very small one for GeoHawk) and an expected number of identifiers in the
Bloom filter, one could then calculate the optimal Bloom filter size.
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Figure 4.1 Performance analysis - varying the Bloom filter size (static scenario).
Figures 4.2a and 4.2b illustrate how GeoHawk thresholds (see Section 3.3.2) prevent
spurious flooding (i.e. flooding when the destination device is not in the flooded region).
Figure 4.2a illustrates the number of TPs, FPs, TNs and FNs when only the path ratio
threshold is used to filter out spurious flooding. It is clear that for small Bloom filters
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the number of FPs is very large compared to the number of TPs. When the membership
threshold is enabled the number of FPs is eliminated for larger (usable) sizes
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Figure 4.2 Preventing spurious flooding - varying the Bloom filter size (static scenario).
Region TTL
GeoHawk nodes discard routing entries either to make space for new entries when the
table is full or when the stored region is temporally decayed. Temporal decaying (which is
disabled in this set of experiments) is triggered when spatial decaying is completed (see
Section 3.2.1). Consequently, the region TTL is one of the parameters that affects the
lifetime of the stored routing entries in GeoHawk routing tables. Below we experiment
with different values for the maximum region lifetime (in seconds).
As shown in Figure 4.3, for the given network setup, only very small values of the
region TTL affect GeoHawk’s performance; i.e. higher delivery latency (Figures 4.3b
and 4.3c) and higher overhead (Figure 4.3d). This is due to occasional lack of routing
information which requires more redirections, as discussed below.
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Figure 4.3 Performance analysis - varying the region TTL (static scenario).
Figure 4.4 depicts the effect of the region TTL in the size of routing tables and the total
lifetime of regions in routing tables. We clearly see that small values of the region TTL
result in smaller routing tables, which as discussed above affect GeoHawk’s performance.
The total region lifetime is also related to the TTL, as shown in Figure 4.4b. More
specifically, the region TTL puts an upper bound on the lifetime of a routing entry; for
the smallest TTL value (20 seconds) we observe that the lifetime of a routing entry is
significantly lower than when the TTL value is 100 or larger. For these values routing
entries are replaced by new entries extracted from incoming advertisements before the
TTL expires.
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Figure 4.4 Table size and region lifetime - varying the region TTL (static scenario).
Announcement TTL and Frequency
GeoHawk relies on announcements to propagate aggregated routing information to mobile
devices across the crowded network. It is therefore important to understand the relation-
ship between the advertisement TTL (in hops) and generation frequency to GeoHawk’s
behaviour and the overall performance. Announcements are forwarded towards random
directions using GPSR. For a given network diameter (in hops), which can be estimated
for a specific network deployment, one could also estimate the average number of hops
that GPSR will require to deliver an advertisement across the network.
In Figure 4.5 we observe that when the advertisement TTL is small, routing perform-
ance is significantly degraded. This is because advertisements are only forwarded in their
immediate neighbourhoods, which means that devices do not have routing information
about devices that reside further in the network.
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Figure 4.5 Performance analysis - varying the announcement TTL (static scenario).
The underlying reason for the performance degradation when the advertisement TTL is
small is shown in Figure 4.6. The average routing table size significantly smaller for very
small TTL values, which is translated to poor routing decisions and, consequently, perform-
ance degradation. The overall lifetime of routing entries is larger as fewer advertisements
are seen by nodes due to their limited forwarding range.
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Figure 4.6 Table size and region lifetime - varying the announcement TTL (static scenario).
Figure 4.7 illustrates the effect that poor (or lack of) routing state has in terms of finding
and flooding a message in the correct destination region. We observe that the number of
TNs is extremely high compared to the TPs when the announcement hop size is very small.
This means that most messages are routed towards regions that are not the correct ones.
GeoHawk thresholds do a good job preventing flooding the messages there (given the large
number of TNs), however performance is still degraded.
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Figure 4.7 Preventing spurious flooding - varying the announcement TTL (static scenario).
Below we investigate the effect of the frequency of advertisement propagation into
GeoHawk’s performance. In Figure 4.8, it is clear that GeoHawk’s performance heavily
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depends on the frequency of sending advertisements. When frequency is very low (e.g.
less than 100 seconds), delivery ratio drops significantly, while latency and the hop number
increase. Network overhead is not significantly affected as spurious flooding is prevented
by GeoHawk’s thresholds; this is illustrated in Figure 4.8a, where only the number of
messages that are delivered through flooding decreases, whereas the number of messages
that reach their destination device without flooding is the same.
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Figure 4.8 Performance analysis - varying the announcement frequency (static scenario).
The reason for performance degradation is the lack of routing information in devices’
routing tables. This is illustrated in Figure 4.9a. It is worth noting that, even with
(around) 5 entries (on average), GeoHawk performs acceptably well; this is the effect of
routing state aggregation, which is propagated in advertisements. Sparser updates through
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advertisements also result in longer state lifetime; in the majority of cases, routing state is
evicted only because the region TTL expires (30 seconds in this simulation setup), given
that advertisements are never replaced.
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Figure 4.9 Table size and region lifetime - varying the announcement frequency (static
scenario).
As shown in Figure 4.10, infrequent advertisement propagation leads to a large number
of FPs (4.10a), which are eliminated when both GeoHawk thresholds are in place (4.10b).
In the latter case, there is a very large number of TNs when advertisements are sparse,
which explains the serious performance degradation described above.
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Figure 4.10 Preventing spurious flooding - varying the announcement frequency (static
scenario).
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Preventing Spurious Flooding
GeoHawk employs two thresholds to prevent spurious flooding in destination regions 12
. If a message is flooded in a region where the device does not reside then (1) delivery
ratio will be decreased as no further forwarding will be attempted for the flooded message
(unless it was previously replicated) and (2) network overhead will be increased without
increasing delivery ratio. Below we investigate GeoHawk’s behaviour for various values
of the path ratio and membership thresholds. In Figure 4.11, we observe that, for this
simulated network setup, the path ratio threshold does not have any dramatic effect in
GeoHawk’s performance. It is worth noticing that as the threshold increases (i.e. GeoHawk
gets stricter when it comes to deciding whether to flood or not in the current destination
region), flooding is decreased and, instead, destination devices are reached during the first
phase (Figure 4.11a). As shown, in Figure 4.11d, this naturally results in a slight decrease
(> 15%) of induced network overhead.
12Once a message reaches the best known region for a specific destination, the protocol then uses these
two thresholds to make a decision on whether to flood this area or redirect towards a stronger one.
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Figure 4.11 Performance analysis - varying the path ratio threshold (static scenario).
GeoHawk’s observed performance for different values of the path ration threshold can
be explained by looking at Figure 4.12a. As the value of the threshold increases, the number
of FPs slightly decreases and, respectively, the number of TNs increases. At the same
time, the number of FNs increases, which is a natural consequence of applying a stricter
threshold on a specific metric (path ratio). The respective values when the membership
threshold is applied on top of the path ratio one (Figure 4.12b) are as expected; the FPs
are eliminated and, consequently, the number of TNs significantly decreases, compared to
Figure 4.12a.
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Figure 4.12 Preventing spurious flooding - varying the path ratio threshold (static scenario).
The membership threshold prevents flooding when the BF matching process results
in a lower than desired probability. Allowing for values lower than 1 is important when
temporal decaying is enabled (where mobility is present). In this network setup nodes are
static which means that one should hardcode the value to 1; i.e. matching a BF with a
device identifier should yield a value of 1 for the device to reside within the region and any
value lower than 1 would be a FP. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 4.13. Delivery ratio
is maximised and network overhead is minimised when the membership threshold is 1.
The latency (and associated number of hops) appears to be increasing but this is the result
of messages reaching more (and more distant) regions that would otherwise be discarded.
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Figure 4.13 Performance analysis - varying the membership threshold (static scenario).
Message TTL
Each message carries a TTL value which is measured in time units. Messages are discarded
when the TTL value hits zero. In Figure 4.14 we observe that GeoHawk’s delivery ratio
dramatically drops when the message TTL is smaller than 10 seconds. Messages that are
destined to regions that are far away from the source node never make it to their destination
because they expire and are discarded. Message latency and network overhead appear to
be lower for smaller TTL values, but this is only a by-product of the fact that messages
are discarded quickly, therefore the ones that make it to their destination do it quickly,
minimising the induced overhead.
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Figure 4.14 Performance analysis - varying the message TTL (static scenario).
Message Replication
GeoHawk’s ticketing mechanism is meant to allow exploring larger areas (with multiple
messages) before flooding, when routing information in intermediate nodes is ambiguous
but strong 13. In the static scenario studied in this section (with the default settings
described above), mobile nodes have accurate routing information. As a result, GeoHawk’s
ticketing mechanism does not provide any benefits. This is illustrated in Figure 4.15. Note
13 Network nodes have no way to confirm the credibility of exchanged information be it from direct
encounters or announcements; i.e. the only reliable knowledge is the fact that neighbours are within a
communication range. What makes it more challenging is the integration process, which enables nodes to
merge received information with existing ones enlarging them specially and modifying them temporally.
Since a region can grow large and false positives is one of Bloom filters’ limitations, uncertainty and
ambiguity are amplified.
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that the network overhead is not significantly increased either, which confirms the above
statement; i.e. although ticketing is supported, messages are very rarely replicated because
very strong (temporally and spatially) routing information is encountered very quickly.
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Figure 4.15 Performance analysis - varying the number of tickets (static scenario).
4.3.2 Single-Event Network with Mobility
In this section we discuss GeoHawk’s performance when devices move in a scenario
where there is a single event taking place in the defined network area. Table 4.2 depicts
GeoHawk’s default values for this scenario. Note that temporal decaying is enabled in
contrast to the static scenario where it was redundant.
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Table 4.2 Default values for scenarios with movement.
Parameter Value
Map size 41m * 41m
#hosts 1500 nodes
Transmission range 5m
Transmission rate 250Kbps
Simulation duration 1800s
Update interval 0.5
Cool down period 100s
Message size 100KB
Message TTL 60s
Message arrival rate 10 messages per 100 seconds
Buffer size 10M
Announcement frequency 10s
Announcement TTL 15 hops
Bloom filter size 4000bits
Table size 50 FIFO
Region TTL 30s
Decay radius rate 0.3 m/s
Decay probability 0.001
Cardinality threshold 0.5
Tickets 0
Path ratio threshold 0.9
Membership probability threshold 0.9
Bloom Filter Size
Figure 4.16 illustrates the effect of the Bloom filter size in GeoHawk’s performance. As
with the static network topology, small Bloom filters result in low performance in terms
of delivery ratio and network overhead. Due to device mobility, region information (i.e.
a Bloom filter) may be containing more devices compared to the static network scenario
(see Section 3.2.1), therefore slightly larger Bloom filters are required to achieve the
best-possible performance (given the rest of the default parameters presented in Table 4.2).
This is clearly illustrated in Figure 4.16d, where the network overhead for smaller Bloom
filters is high (higher compared to the static network scenario).
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Figure 4.16 Performance analysis - varying the Bloom filter size (mobility).
Figure 4.16d explains the very high network overhead mentioned above; even when
both thresholds are enabled, a large number of FPs is present for small Bloom filters. The
number of TPs is lower compared to the static scenario, which explains the lower delivery
ratio shown in Figure 4.16a.
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Figure 4.17 Preventing spurious flooding - varying the Bloom filter size (mobility).
Region TTL
As with the static scenario, very small region TTL values result in performance degradation
(Figure 4.18a) due to having less routing information in devices’ routing tables (Figure
4.19a). This is because regions are quickly removed from routing tables after being
temporally decayed, as shown in Figure 4.19b. The network overhead increases with the
region TTL but this is only because more messages are forwarded and eventually flooded,
which is necessary for delivering messages (hence the increase in the delivery ratio).
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Figure 4.18 Performance analysis - varying the region TTL (mobility).
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Figure 4.19 Table size and region lifetime - varying the region TTL (mobility).
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Spatial Decay
In this section we experiment with different values for spatially decaying a region by
increasing its radius. By spatially weakening a region, we accommodate for node mobility
by assuming that, as the region increases, a moving node will still be in it when a message
arrives in the spatially decayed region. Without increasing the radius, flooding would
either not happen or happen within a smaller region and the destination node would have
moved outside this region. The values on the x axis are in meters per second 14. As shown
in Figure 4.20a, the delivery ratio increases as the spatial decay rate increases. This comes
at a significant increase in the induced network overhead; spatially decayed regions are
larger, therefore flooding is more extensive.
14Node mobility as well as nodes’ velocity play a key role in determining the optimal spatial decay rate.
Therefore, the evaluated values (rates) in this experiment also reflect the effect on the 1 event scenario on
spatial decay rates’ outcome and protocols’ performance.
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Figure 4.20 Performance Analysis - varying the spatial decay rate (mobility).
Figure 4.21a illustrates the average radius of regions where messages are flooded. It
can be clearly observed that as the spatial decaying gets more intense (i.e. meaning with
higher spatial decay rates), the average radius increases, too. Figure 4.21b depicts the
average table size for different values of spatial decaying. It is interesting to note that the
average size increases with the spatial decaying rate. This is because larger regions can be
difficult to merge with information received through advertisements or direct encounters
(see Section 3.2.1), therefore new region information can only be added as new entries in
the table.
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Figure 4.21 Flooded region radius and table size - varying the spatial decay rate (mobility).
Temporal Decay
Here we experiment we different rates of temporal decaying by adjusting the probability
of flipping bits every time a BF is decayed (see Section 3.2.1). In Figure 4.23 we observe
that, for the current network setup, GeoHawk’s performance is not significantly affected.
As decaying gets faster (i.e. the respective decaying probability gets larger), the delivery
ratio drops slightly. This is because regions’ lifetime drops (shown in Figure 4.23), and,
consequently, the average size of nodes’ routing tables decreases (shown in Figure 4.23a).
The latter is also dependent on the advertisement rate and the user speed. If advertisements
were exchanged more frequently and users encountered other users more often, more
regions would be added to the routing tables, countering the effect of reducing their
lifetime.
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Figure 4.22 Performance analysis - varying the temporal decay rate (mobility).
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Figure 4.23 Table size and region lifetime - varying the temporal decay rate (mobility).
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Table Size
The size of the routing table, in combination with other factors affecting the lifetime of
regions in tables, plays an important role in GeoHawk’s performance. In this network
setup, we show that increasing the table size does not affect the performance significantly,
mainly because of the selected values for the advertisement frequency and region lifetime.
In Figure 4.24 we do observe that the performance slightly improves, in terms of delivery
latency, as the table size increases. At the same time the measured network overhead
increases. This indicates more frequent flooding which also justifies the decrease in latency,
because destination devices are more frequently reached by flooding than redirecting
messages (which adds to the perceived latency).
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Figure 4.24 Performance analysis - varying the routing table size (mobility).
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In Figure 4.25a we observe that, as expected, the average table size increases as the
maximum window size increases. However, when the maximum size is 50, the average size
does not get above 35, which means that regions are deleted faster than created (through
advertisements and direct encounters). We have observed larger performance variations
when changing the maximum table size in scenarios where advertisements are sent more
frequently; indeed, this led us to the selected value of maximum table size when comparing
GeoHawk with the state of the art (see Section 4.5.2.)
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Figure 4.25 Table size and region lifetime - varying the routing table size (mobility).
Announcement Frequency
As mentioned above, the rate at which nodes generate new advertisements is crucial for the
performance of GeoHawk. In Figure 4.26a we observe that GeoHawk’s delivery ratio drops
as the interval increases. Delivery latency is not significantly affected; fewer messages
make it to the destination and the ones that do, make it in the roughly the same amount of
time. Network overhead decreases but this is only because fewer messages make it to their
destination (and flooded).
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Figure 4.26 Performance analysis - varying the announcement frequency (mobility).
In Figure 4.27a, we observe that the average table size drops as the advertisement
interval increases. This is because less routing information is being disseminated in the
network. For this reason, regions stay longer in the routing tables until they reach their
maximum lifetime, subsequently get temporally decayed, and discarded (Figure 4.27b).
For short intervals (e.g. 1 advertisement every 1 or 5 seconds), their lifetime is very small,
because they are quickly replaced by new routing information.
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Figure 4.27 Table size and region lifetime - varying the announcement frequency (mobility).
Preventing Spurious Flooding
GeoHawk’s thresholds play a key role in minimising false positives, thus preventing
spurious flooding. At the same if they are set too high, a large of FNs may result in
significant performance degradation. In Figure 4.28a, we see that the delivery ratio drops
as the value of the path ratio threshold increases. This is because the number of FNs
increases, as shown in Figure 4.29. At the same time, the network overhead significantly
decreases because the number of FPs also drops (and the respective number of TNs
increases), as shown in Figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.28 Performance analysis - varying the path ratio threshold (mobility).
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Figure 4.29 Preventing spurious flooding - varying the path ratio threshold (mobility).
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For the experiments below, we fixed the path ratio threshold to 0.9 which results in a
very small number of FPs and a relatively large number of TNs. GeoHawk’s performance
when applying the membership threshold on top of the path ratio one is illustrated in Figure
4.30. Here, we observer that for small values of the threshold delivery ratio is small. This
is because flooding is allowed even when the probability that a node matches the region’s
Bloom filter is low; this would be the result of matching the identifier of the destination
node with a significantly weakened Bloom filter. The result of that is that messages are
flooded in the wrong regions and never make it to their actual destination. This is also
obvious by looking at Figure 4.30d where the network overhead is extremely high (due to
spurious flooding) for small values of the membership threshold.
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Figure 4.30 Performance analysis - varying the membership threshold (mobility).
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Message TTL
Below we experiment with the message TTL value and observe its (dramatic) impact on
GeoHawk’s performance. For very small values, GeoHawk’s delivery ratio is poor as the
majority of messages do not even have the chance to get to their destination region. At
the same time, the measured message latency and network overhead are very low because
the few messages that make it to their destination are nearby their source. As the TTL
increases, the message delivery ratio increases along with the delivery latency and network
overhead. For very large values of the TTL, over 80% of the messages make it to their
destination, albeit with an average latency of around 50 seconds.
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Figure 4.31 Performance analysis - varying the message TTL (mobility).
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Figure 4.32 illustrates statistics about the regions where a message arrived. It is clear
that as the TTL value increases significantly more messages are redirected and eventually
make it to their destination.
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Figure 4.32 Region statistics - varying the message TTL (mobility).
It is clear that setting the value of the message TTL presents an important trade-off
between the probability that the message will arrive to its destination and the time it will
take to do so. Setting the TTL value can therefore be application specific; time-critical
messages can be sent with a small TTL value whereas ensuring delivery can be done by
setting the TTL to a relatively large value.
Message Replication
Below, we experiment with different values of the number of tickets assigned to a message.
We observe that in this network setup, message replication plays a small positive role
in GeoHawk’s performance. In Figure 4.33, we observe that the average delivery ratio
slightly increases along with the delivery latency. In this set of experiments, messages are
not often replicated and when they do, they are eventually forwarded to the same network
regions hitting similar regions.
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Figure 4.33 Performance analysis - varying the number of tickets (mobility).
4.4 Discussion
Different application scenarios require different protocol configurations. However, from the
extensively evaluation presented above, we observe trade-offs with respect to configuration
parameters and GeoHawks’ performance in terms of delivery rate, overhead and latency.
We list bellow all parameters that noticeably affect GeoHAwk’s performance:
Influence of parameters that prevent spurious flooding. Assigning the membership
and path ratio thresholds with high (strict) values (> 0.7) plays a key role in minimising
false positives, therefore preventing spurious flooding and resulting in significantly
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lower network overhead. However, strict parameters can also lead to false negatives
(i.e. when a node is prevented from flooding in areas where the device actually resides),
attributing to the decline in delivery ratio. One can consider application needs and
resources limitations in to drive a desirable balance.
Influence of routing entries’ aging. Maintaining up-to-date routing tables is very
important for GeoHawk’s performance. Specific parameters affect how long a specific
routing entry can exist in a device’s routing table.
Spatial decaying results in expanding the radius of a routing entry (region) according
to a pre-defined rate. This process is initiated from the time this entry is inserted into a
node’s routing table until its defined lifetime expires (region TTL). After that point, the
region is temporally decayed, which weakens its semantic state by flipping the Bloom
filter bits according to a pre-specified weakening interval.
A higher spatial decay will increase the regions’ size at a fast rate, indicating that
flooding events can increase delivery ratio at the same time it can also result in greater
network overhead; i.e. flooding a large area will likely ensure that a message will
make it to its destination. On the other hand, flooded messages will also reach a larger
number of recipients consuming more network bandwidth. Assigning a small or zero
value to the spatial decay rate, can adversely affect delivery ratio; i.e. by flooding in a
very small region where the destination node have moved outside of its range.
The Region TTL parameter is related to spatial decay as it determines the extent of
a regions’ spatial growth. A large lifetime enables a region to grow large while a small
value restricts growth. Thus, the same arguments described for spatial decay also hold
for Region TTL.
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A low temporal decay rate prolongs the lifetime of a routing entry, so that each
and every node within a dense network will always have some routing information,
which improves GeoHawk’s performance. However, it can induce a large overhead
as the quality of information cannot be guaranteed; i.e. as routing information is
temporally decayed with a low rate, membership testing yields a probability that a
specific node identifier has been inserted in the Bloom filter, which restls in flooding
and the consequent increase of network overhead. In contrast, a high rate prevents the
survival of stale routing information, which improves network overhead. Nevertheless,
it can also lead to the rapid extinction of valuable information, which negatively affects
delivery ratio and latency.
In order to set these values, one needs to study and understand the network de-
ployment, especially the mobility characteristics, as well as the size and density of the
network.
Influence of announcement transmission frequency and lifetime. Advertisements play
a key role in acquiring and updating routing state, which improves the quality of routing
decisions and, consequently, the rate of successful delivery. A higher transmission
frequency ensures that nodes are provided with fresh state; a longer lifetime ensures
that this information will reach a larger population of network devices. However,
having a higher rate and a longer life expectancy cannot guarantee the quality of
routing information and as a result can hurt delivery ratio and increase both network
overhead and latency. High announcement rates and frequencies implies that buffer
overflow is likely to take place, which is going to lead the protocol to lose valuable
routing information, make poor decisions and reducing its delivery ratio and latency.
On the other hand, low rates and shorter TTLs can contribute to stale information, poor
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decisions and low delivery rates. Thus, determining a good value for these parameters
requires understanding the network and mobility characteristics.
Influence of message lifetime. The message lifetime defines the “delivery interval”
during which a message is valid. In crowded unicast scenarios, the delivery ratio
increases with message lifetime; i.e. granting more time to deliver a message to its
assigned destination within dense settings will likely contribute to the increase of
delivery ratio. However, longer lifetimes imply the need for larger buffers to store (and
carry) the messages and higher bandwidth to exchange them. Given the finite (and
rather limited) nature of both of them, the increase in latency and network overhead is to
be expected. Accordingly, limitations such as buffer availability should be considered,
as the lack of buffer space can result in quick message extinction.
4.5 Comparing GeoHawk with the State-of-the-Art
In this section we compare Geohawk with existing protocols for routing in opportunistic
networks. Our baseline protocol is Epidemic which floods messages in the network.
Additionally, we experiment with WSR and PRoPHET. Given the very challenging network
environment studied in this thesis we do not expect that any of these protocols would be
able to perform well as the number of users and the resulting network density increases
to realistic scales (e.g. thousands of devices in relatively small areas). Experimenting in
such scales is problematic as it would require extremely long simulations that would not
be possible to complete in time. Instead, we seek to “break” these protocols by decreasing
the available buffer and increasing the number of circulated messages. The latter is done
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implicitly by increasing the TTL value that messages carry, resulting in much longer
message lifetimes.
Our evaluation focusses on the KPIs discussed in Section 4.1, namely delivery ratio,
network overhead and message latency. All protocols are evaluated in static and mobile
scenarios in networks spanning an area of 41 ⇤ 41m2. We experimented with different
numbers of mobile devices (200, 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000) to examine the behaviour
of the protocols when the density increases to realistic numbers (e.g. 1.2 users/m2). As
noted above, it is generally not possible to scale the whole network up to realistic numbers.
The transmission range and rate were set to 5 metres and 250Kbps, respectively, for all
experiments. The duration of each simulation was configured to be 1800 seconds. Time
in the ONE simulator progresses through periodic ticks of the virtual clock; we set the
period to be 0.5 seconds. The last 100 seconds of each simulation are ignored (cool down
period). Data messages (100KB) are injected in mobile devices that are selected uniformly
at random; we inject 10 messages every 100 seconds. Mobile devices issue advertisements
every 10 seconds and each advertisement can be forwarded up to 15 hops.
4.5.1 Performance Comparison in a Static Network Topology
Here we evaluate the performance of GeoHawk in a static network scenario. We vary
the total number of users in the network and assess how the protocols scale up as the
network density increases. The values of GeoHawk parameters in the static scenario are
derived from the default settings mentioned in Section 4.3.1. To maximise GeoHawk’s
performance (given the empirical evidence collected above), we increase the region TTL
to 50s and decreased the cardinality to 0.5. We also relaxed the rm threshold to 0, and
increased the membership value to 1 as no form of spatial or temporal decaying occurs
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in this scenario. Since GeoHawk and WSR both share similar design principles, it is
necessary to demonstrate how differences in behaviour can affect a protocols’ efficiency.
Thus, as a rule of thumb, WSR parameters will always be assigned with same values
assigned for GeoHawk. For PRoPHET we set the ageing frequency to 30 seconds. All
parameters and values used in the static scenario are shown in Table 4.3.
In Figure 4.34 we see that GeoHawk performs very well in all KPIs for all studied
network densities. More specifically, in Figure 4.34a we observe that GeoHawk maintains
a high delivery ratio that is comparable to Epidemic. WSR’s performance drops rapidly
as the number of users in the network increases. This is because WSR does not employ
any flooding, nor replication, mechanism in the network and only relies on advertisements
to disseminate routing information. As a result, when the network is dense (i.e. 1.2 users
per m2 for 2000 users in total), less than half of the messages make it to their destination.
PRoPHET15 and Epidemic perform equally well to GeoHawk for the specific network
setup. As discussed above (and shown in the next section), both protocols would suffer
significant drops in their performance as the total size of the network increases, while
being equally dense; (1) epidemic relies solely on flooding and as the number of users
increases to the targeted numbers (i.e. 10s or 100s of thousands), routing would collapse
due to (a) the limited amount of buffers ub mobile devices and (b) the finite and commonly
limited network bandwidth; (2) PRoPHET relies on keeping delivery probabilities about all
encountered nodes, therefore it would require extremely large routing tables to deal with
the very large number of users in the network. On the other hand, GeoHawk strikes the right
15The low performance of PRoPHET for 500 users is a simulation artefact, because PRoPHET nodes
build routing state (delivery probabilities for all nodes in the network) by exchanging messages with other
nodes upon a direct encounter. In the static scenario such encounters happen only once at the beginning of
the simulation. As a result, nodes do not get the chance to exchange information received by other nodes to
their neighbours more than once. For 200 users the resulting routing state is incomplete and the performance
is very low in the ONE simulator.
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Table 4.3 Default values for performance comparison (static scenario).
Common for all protocols
Parameter Value
#hosts [200, 504, 1512, 2016] nodes
Transmission range 5m
Transmission rate 250Kbps
Simulation duration 1800s
Update interval 0.5
Cool down period 100s
Message size 100KB
Message TTL 30s
Buffer size 1M
PRoPHET
Parameter Value
Aging delivery predictions frequency 30s
WSR
Parameter Value
Announcement frequency 25s
Announcement TTL 15 hops
Bloom filter size 4000bits
Spatial decay 0.3 m/s
Decay probability 0.001
Cardinality threshold 5bits
Table size 30
GeoHawk (in addition to WSR values)
Parameter Value
Table size 30 FIFO
Region TTL 50s
Spatial decay 0 m/s
Cardinality threshold 0.5
Tickets 0
Path ratio threshold 0
Membership probability threshold 1
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balance between aggregating routing information and disseminating it in advertisements
and relying on flooding when the message is close to the destination. As the number
of nodes increases, the stress is only on the Bloom filters that aggregate information,
therefore scaling GeoHawk would only require increasing the size of the Bloom filters.
The associated network overhead would be negligible compared to the one induced by
blind flooding (Epidemic) or having to constantly exchange routing information about all
nodes in the network (PRoPHET).
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Figure 4.34 Performance comparison - varying network density (static scenario).
GeoHawk performs very well with respect to the induced overhead. Naturally, the
overhead increases with the numbers of users in the network. Flooding a message in
the same exact area would result in higher network overhead if the area is more densely
populated, which is the case when the number of users increases. On the other hand, it
is obvious that Epidemic performs very badly in terms of network overhead; for 2000
users the overhead is 2000%. As mentioned above (and investigated in the next section),
this becomes a significant problem when the buffer size of devices decreases and the
number of messages increases; Epidemic would never scale up to the targeted network
sizes; unfortunately, it is currently computationally infeasible to run simulations at these
scales. WSR’s overhead is the lowest but, as discussed above, this comes at a significant
cost in terms of delivery ratio. WSR does not flood nor replicate but, as a result of that,
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cannot deliver messages to their destinations, especially as the network density increases.
PRoPHET performs the best when it comes to network overhead because it does not
flood messages; it only replicates them based on the information it has about the delivery
probability for each node in the network. The comparison with GeoHawk here is unfair. As
mentioned above, PRoPHET achieves such a high delivery ratio because nodes essentially
have near-perfect information about all nodes in the network. In reality, this would be
impossible in large-scale dense deployments given the limited memory and bandwidth.
In Figure 4.34b we observe that GeoHawk latency decreases as the network density
increases. This is because more routing information is available to all network nodes
through advertisement dissemination16. WSR will keep forwarding the message until the
destination is reached, therefore as the network density increases it becomes more difficult
to do so (lower delivery ratio) and when it happens it takes more time (higher latency).
Epidemic performs the worst as the message will be flooded to all nodes in the network
before reaching its destination. PRoPHET performs similarly to GeoHawk.
4.5.2 Performance Comparison in the Presence of Mobility
We have evaluated GeoHawk, WSR, PRoPHET and Epidemic performance in network
scenarios with mobility that approximate the studied use cases. We have looked at scenarios
with 1, 2 and 4 events, as described in Section 4.2.4. Nodes move with speed ranging
between [0.26, 0.3 m/s] within events and [0.5,1m/s] when moving across events. Most
parameter values are extracted from the default settings used in Section 4.3.2. Based on
the collected empirical evidence, we increased message lifetime to 250s (opting in for
higher delivery ratio over latency in GeoHawks) and reduced the buffer size to 1MB. We
16Note that we keep the advertisement interval fixed for all these experiment.
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also extended the region TTL to 50s to ensure that all nodes have always some routing
information. The Bloom filter size was increased to 6000bits and the rm threshold was
reduced to 0.7 in order to improve the delivery ratio. As mentioned previously WSR
parameters are drawn from GeoHawk’s ones. We set PRoPHET’s ageing frequency to 30s.
All parameters and values for environments with mobility are shown in Table 4.4.
Varying the Network Density
In the first set of experiments we compare the performance of GeoHawk with that of the
baseline protocols when varying the network density. We do so by increasing the number
of devices (network density) while keeping the network area fixed. Figure 4.35 illustrates
the performance comparison when a single event is taking place in the network; i.e. users
move around the whole network area.
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Figure 4.35 Performance comparison - varying network density (mobility - 1 events).
GeoHawk outperforms all other protocols with respect to delivery ratio. GeoHawk
delivers around 90% of the messages in the network when the density is not extreme (i.e. 1
device per 3.3m2 or 500 devices) and over 80% of the messages when 2000 users roam the
network area (i.e. 1.2 devices per m2). WSR performs worse than GeoHawk as it tries to
find the destination node directly. Our conjecture is that WSR would perform badly in real
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Table 4.4 Default values for performance comparison (mobility).
Common for all protocols
Parameter Value
#hosts [200, 500, 1500, 2000] nodes
Transmission range 5m
Transmission rate 250Kbps
Simulation duration 1800s
Update interval 0.5
Cool down period 100s
Message size 100KB
Message TTL 250s
Buffer size 1M
Movement speed within Event areas [0.26,0.3] m/s
Movement speed between Events [0.5,1] m/s
PRoPHET
Parameter Value
Aging delivery predictions frequency 30s
WSR
Parameter Value
Announcement frequency 10s
Announcement TTL 15 hops
Bloom filter size 6000bits
Table size 50
Decay probability 0.001
Cardinality threshold 5bits
GeoHawk (in addition to WSR values)
Parameter Value
Table size 50 FIFO
Spatial decay 0.28 m/s
Region TTL 50s
Cardinality threshold 0.5
Tickets 0
Path ratio threshold 0.7
Membership probability threshold 0.9
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large-scale events with 10s or 100s of thousands of users in large areas, because it would
then be impossible to find specific destinations without flooding. As discussed above, it
would unfortunately be impossible to simulate such large networks with the ONE simulator.
Epidemic and PRoPHET perform poorly delivering less than 60% of the messages to their
destinations. As discussed above and shown in the next section, this is because of the
relatively large message TTL value we have used in these comparisons. Messages stay in
the network for longer even after one of these has been delivered to the destination. This,
in combination with the relatively small buffer in mobile devices, results in a very large
number of messages that need to be stored and exchanged upon every encounter between
mobile devices. Note that PRoPHET used replication and Epidemic merely floods the
messages. This is clear evidence that both of these protocols would perform very poorly in
large-scale scenarios.
Figure 4.35c depicts the measured delivery latency for all protocols. The delivery ratio
- latency trade-off is apparent in the figure. WSR relies on unicast forwarding until it hits
the destination node, which can only work if the message TTL is large. GeoHawk behaves
much better as it only needs to get close to where the destination is believed to reside. Then
it floods the message paying a small price in terms of network overhead. If the message
is routed to a region where the probability that the node is in it is low, the message is
redirected. That is why larger message TTL values also benefit GeoHawk. Epidemic and
PRoPHET perform better but the recorded latencies are only for the delivered messages
which are significantly fewer compared to the ones delivered by GeoHawk.
Figure 4.36 illustrates the network overhead for all different protocols as the density of
the network increases. As shown in the figure, both Epidemic and PRoPHET are just not
the right protocols for dense network environments. Epidemic floods all messages whereas
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PRoPHET relies on replication. The reason why PRoPHET performs so poorly in terms of
network overhead is because of the large message TTL which results in messages being
in the network for a long time period. Unsurprisingly, WSR performs the best compared
to all other protocols, as it does not flood nor replicate messages; a single message will
be forwarded again and again until it reaches its destination. GeoHawk strikes the right
balance between delivery ratio, latency and network overhead. It delivers most messages,
while keeping the overhead at acceptable levels.
Figure 4.35b illustrates the performance comparison when two events are taking place
in the network; i.e. users move within an event area but also across events. This is a
more challenging environment because inter-event message advertisement dissemination
depends on the limited amount of devices moving across events in time.
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Figure 4.36 Performance comparison - varying network density (mobility - 2 events).
As shown in Figure 4.36a, the delivery ratio for all studied protocols drops for the
aforementioned reasons. At the same time, delivery latency also increases; region informa-
tion is of lower quality due to the multiple events, therefore messages take longer to get
to their destination. Network overhead (Figure 4.36c) is not significantly affected by the
number of events and the cross-event mobility.
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Finally, in Figure 4.37 we present the results when 4 events are concurrently taking
place in the network. In comparison to the delivery ratio for two events (see Figure 4.36),
GeoHawk performs better as shown in Figure 4.37 . This is because of the way events
are distributed within a map. We keep the size of the event are constant, therefore in the
4-event scenario the area in-between event areas is much smaller compared to the 2-event
scenario. As a result, it is easier to disseminate routing information and data messages
across events. In all figures we see the same trends as above; delivery ratio, latency and
network overhead are all comparable to the behaviour and performance of 1 Event, where
delivery ratio is decreased, latency is increased and network overhead remains at very
similar levels as the network density increases.
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Figure 4.37 Performance comparison - varying network density (mobility - 4 events).
Varying the Message TTL
In the previous sections, we have discussed the trade-off between delivery ratio and latency
when adjusting the message TTL. At the same time, we have showed that with relatively
large values of the TTL both Epidemic and PRoPHET perform poorly. This emulates well
a large-scale deployment with many messages and small device buffers. In this section,
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we investigate this trade-off by experimenting in the presence of mobility (and a varying
number of events) while changing the value of message TTL. Figure 4.38 illustrates the
performance comparison when a single event is taking place covering the whole network
area.
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Figure 4.38 Performance comparison - varying the message TTL (mobility - 1 event).
We observe that GeoHawk’s achieved delivery ratio increases with the message
TTL.When messages reach regions and flooding is prevented, they are redirected and
the chances that they will (1) reach the correct region and (2) get flooded increase. For
larger values of TTL multiple such redirections are possible, hence the increase in delivery
ratio in Figure 4.38a and latency in Figure 4.38a. WSR behaves in a similar way, although
the performance is always worse compared to GeoHawk. Epidemic delivers almost all
messages to their destination when the TTL value is small (at the expense of significantly
large network overhead). However, as the TTL value increases and more (identical) mes-
sages exist in the network, Epidemic performance drops dramatically. We anticipate that
Epidemic would perform very poorly in a large-scale network because of the presence
of a large amount of messages, small device buffers and finite bandwidth. PRoPHET’s
performance drops as well for the same reasons; none of these protocols is meant to scale
up to very dense opportunistic networks. Figure 4.38c depicts the induced network over-
head in the network due to message delivery for all studied protocols. As mentioned above,
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Epidemic achieves very high delivery ratio for small TTL values at the cost of transmitting
a very large amount of messages. This would not work in a large-scale deployment and be
extremely energy hungry. PRoPHET’s network overhead is also unacceptable high due to
to replication in the network.
Figure4.39 illustrates the performance comparison when two events are taking place
in the network. As mentioned previously, this type of environment is more challenging
as stability of network topology and advertisement dissemination depends on the limited
amount of devices moving across events.
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Figure 4.39 Performance comparison - varying the message TTL (mobility - 2 events).
In comparison with the 1-event scenario, we observe in Figure 4.39a a drop in the
overall performance of all studied protocols for the aforementioned reasons. As with the
1-event scenario, the message lifetime significantly affects the delivery ratio, latency and
network overhead. GeoHawk and WSR delivery ratio increases with the message TTL,
while Epidemic and PRoPHETs’ decreases. Likewise, latency for all studied protocols
increases with larger message TTL (Figure 4.39b). Network overhead on the other hand
significantly increases with large values for Epidemic and PRoPHET, while GeoHawk and
WSR maintain a similar yet better performance in terms of overhead (see Figure 4.39b).
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Finally, in Figure 4.40 we present the results when 4 events are concurrently taking
place in the network. The overall performance for all studied protocols is similar to the
performance measured for the 1 event scenario. This was discussed above. In Figure 4.40
we observe that the large TTL value increases and more (identical) messages exist in the
network. Thus, Epidemic’s performance drops. On the contrary, Large TTL values provide
an opportunity for GeoHawk and WSR to reach the correct region.
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Figure 4.40 Performance comparison - varying the message TTL (mobility - 4 events).
Varying the Size of the Device Buffer
In this subsection we explore how the devices’ buffer size affects the performance of the
studied protocols. Protocols that heavily rely on extensive flooding (Epidemic) and replic-
ation (PRoPHET) make heavy use of device buffers. As network density and messages
increases, more and more buffers would be required. Increasing the size of the buffer is not
panacea as the transmission rate in the network is limited and nodes move. In Figure 4.41
we see that the delivery ratio achieved by GeoHawk is not affected by the available device
buffer. The illustrated results are for the 1-event scenario. This is an important advantage
of our protocol; even with large numbers of devices there is no need to excessively store
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messages as these are forwarded and deleted from the buffer of the source device and,
eventually, flooded in a confined region. In turn, this means that our protocol would scale
very well with the size and density of the network. The same goes for WSR, although it
performs worse than GeoHawk for reasons explained above. On the other hand, we see that
both Epidemic and PRoPHET heavily depend on large buffers. This dependence increases
with the number of devices and messages in the network, which makes them poor choices
for our studied environment. GeoHawk delivers more than 80% of the messages to their
destinations for all different buffer sizes. On the other hand, both Epidemic and PRoPHET
perform very poorly when the buffer size is 1MB. This can be easily explained by looking
at Figure 4.41c. They both induce an extremely high amount of network overhead (over
15,000%). When the buffer size is small then nodes keep exchanging messages among
each other but these messages are quickly deleted from the buffer to make space for a new
message. This keeps happening throughout the whole duration of the simulation and only
around 50% - 60% of the messages end up being delivered. Latency follows a similar
trend. GeoHawk and WSR are not affected by the buffer size (although latency is high due
to the large message TTL value - see Section 4.5.2), whereas latency increases when the
buffer size is 1MB for both Epidemic and PRoPHET.
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Figure 4.41 Performance comparison - varying the size of the device buffer (mobility - 1
event).
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Figures 4.42 and 4.43 illustrate the measured performance when varying the size of the
device buffer in the 2 and 4-event scenarios. Results follow the same trends; performance is
slightly lower compared to the 1-event scenario; GeoHawk’s performance is not affected by
the buffer size. Epidemic and PRoPHET produce unacceptable large amounts of network
overhead (especially when the buffer size is 1MB) and would not be able to support routing
in large-scale deployments with a very large number of users and messages.
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Figure 4.42 Performance comparison - varying the size of the device buffer (mobility - 2
event).
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Figure 4.43 Performance comparison - varying the size of the device buffer (mobility - 4
event).
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4.5.3 GeoHawk’s Performance Under Location Uncertainty
In the previous sections we investigated GeoHawk’s performance in 1 event scenarios,
assuming that each device had always had access to its own location. As discussed in
Section 3.4, devices may not always have access to very accurate estimates of their own
location (e.g. through GPS). This may be because part of the network area is indoors or
because GPS is disabled (or accessed relatively infrequently) when battery need to be
preserved for a long time period (e.g. for a multi-day music festival). We have introduced a
collaborative localisation mechanism that would enable GeoHawk users/devices to operate
with estimates of their location, and, in this section we aim at assessing its suitability.
Evaluating such a collaborative localisation mechanism using the ONE simulator has
proven a challenging task. We developed a model for introducing PDR error which enables
devices to collaboratively retrieve better estimates of their location.
Before exploring the collaborative localisation mechanism, we investigate GeoHawk’s
performance when combined with a simple simulation model that introduces (simulated)
errors in the device’s location. Location estimation in this simple model is done as follows.
Every time a device needs access to its location (i.e. to generate a new announcement or
to exchange location/region information with an encountered device) it draws its location
from a bi-variate normal distribution; its mean is the actual device location in the two
dimensional space (which we can retrieve from the simulator) and the coordinates are
uncorrelated, which means that the covariance matrix is of the form
2664s2 0
0 s2
3775. We adjust
the covariance matrix to induce different amounts of errors in the simulated system. The
confidence of a node about its location (which is translated to a region radius) is drawn
uniformly at random from (0,s ].
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Figure 4.44 illustrate GeoHawks’ performance in a single event when varying the
amount of (simulated) error. We have applied the same settings investigated in Section 4.5.2.
The results show that GeoHawk can maintain good performance even with localisations
errors. In Figure 4.44a we see that the delivery ratio is affected by large errors. This is
expected as routing decisions rely on the accuracy of information propagated within the
network. However, GeoHawk takes into account the uncertainty of the location of all nodes
that are being aggregated (see Section 3.2), enabling it to sustain moderate localisation
errors. In Figure 4.44b we observe that GeoHawks’ performance improves, in terms of
delivery latency, as error increases. This is because the size of our environment (41⇤41m)
is proportional to the large amount of errors (10 and 20m); an error of 20m is equivalent to
half of our network size. As a result, a large radius will end up covering large proportion
of the network, leading to lowering the delivery latency and at the same time increasing
network overhead (see Figures 4.44b and 4.44c)
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Figure 4.44 Performance analysis - varying simulated error (mobility - 1 event).
Next, we evaluate GeoHawk’s performance with the proposed collaborative localisation
mechanism. We have used the settings discussed in Section 4.5.2, including a message TTL
value of 250s. In Section 4.5.2 we saw that in such a network setup GeoHawk performs
very well, trading network latency for a very high delivery ratio. Smaller values of the
message TTL resulted in lower delivery ratio values but lower latency, too. Figure 4.45
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illustrates the delivery ratio when varying the density of the network. We observe that the
performance of GeoHawk drops as the network density increases. For all densities, the
delivery ratio is comparable to the one measured for the scenario where accurate location
was always available. For all different densities, the majority of messages get to their
destinations by flooding. A smaller percentage of messages get to their destination during
GeoHawk’s first phase. The delivery latency is also comparable with the scenario where
location estimation was accurate and is generally stable with the density of the network.
The measured network overhead increases with network density. However, it is slightly
higher compared to the accurate location scenario. This is because errors affect nodes’
confidence, which is represented by larger radii of regions. Figure 4.45d depicts statistics
about the regions reached throughout the simulations. We observe that as discussed above
flooding slightly decreases as the density of the network increases. As the network gets
denser, more routing information is present, therefore messages are not redirected as much
as in sparser simulated deployments.
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Figure 4.45 Performance comparison - collaborative localisation (mobility - 1 events,
message TTL 250s).
Figure 4.46 illustrates the average location error throughout the whole simulation.
We observe that as the network gets denser, the error increases very slowly with time,
in contrast to the sparse simulated deployments. The key takeaway message here is
that the proposed collaborative localisation system provides accurate enough location
estimates to mobile devices for GeoHawk to operate at high performance levels in dense
networks. This is because mobility is generally limited and devices are at times stationary.
Stationary devices with initially accurate estimates of their location act as beacons for
passing by devices, correcting PDR errors. In turn, these devices may stop moving later
on, becoming beacons for other devices. In a real, large-scale network deployment devices
could periodically (but infrequently) get access to accurate location estimates (e.g. using
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GPS when being outdoors or some indoors based localisation mechanism) to correct
their errors. Subsequently, such corrections would ‘propagate’ in the network through
our collaborative localisation mechanisms as moving devices pass by stationary ones.
Our approach performs much better compared to the simulated model discussed above
where errors could not be smoothed by particle filters and corrected through collaborative
localisation. We expect that any approach that would accumulate errors (e.g. a naive
PDR localisation mechanism) would result in unacceptably large errors that would render
GeoHawk and any other routing protocol that requires knowing devices’ locations useless.
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Figure 4.46 Average location error.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Directions
In this thesis we discussed about the importance and the applications of the position-based
protocols in opportunistic networks (Chapter 1). The state of the art in opportunistic net-
work (i.e. Epidemic,PRoPHET, WSR) along with the collaborative localisation technique
has been introduced and discussed in Chapter 2. We also extensively presented the major
differences between the proposed work in topology- and position-based protocols designed
for opportunistic networks. GeoHawk have been presented as an efficient and flexible
protocol for geographical unicast in opportunistic networks. We highlighted significant
challenges in position-based protocols in the context of dense, slow mobility opportunistic
networks and described how GeoHawk deals with these challenges, overcoming limitations
of existing approaches.
We also, comprehensively described the design of GeoHawk routing protocol in Chapter
3, proposing an improved approach that uses the context of users to aid routing decisions
and collaboratively localising nodes in the network; without sharing the information with
other users and compromising their privacy. Designing new ways of utilising more user
related information without a potential data leak could be a subject to the future work.
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The results presented in Chapter 4 investigates the behaviour of GeoHawk in detail and
the impact of buffer capacity, message lifetime and transmission range for all state of the
art protocols within crowded scenarios. We discussed about the importance of reserving
network resources in such settings and trade-offs.
GeoHawk managed to deliver up to⇠ 80% of the recipients, proving to be significantly
better in comparison to existing approaches in several different dense scenarios. Achieving
higher performance may be possible with some compromises; e.g. a solution which has
better performance in crowded networks may affect other factors (e.g. network overhead
and latency). The mechanism of aggregating announced information (presented in Chapter
3) enabled the maintenance of networks’ soft state, which heavily contributed to this
favourable outcome(i.e. better performance).
However, we believe that GeoHawk design is also open to further improvements that
can restrict network overhead and increase or maintain delivery rates; e.g. dynamically
allocating parameters values such as adjusting temporal decays’ pace according the users’
average speed and elevating ticketing mechanism by eliminating replication towards
previously selected directions can lower network overhead.
In addition our findings shows that GPSR isn’t the best way to distribute information
within a dense network, as the distance metric in GPSR restricts the number of nodes
that are able to receive an advert along a selected direction; in most cases, nodes hold
overlapping regions mapped to a specific part of the network instead of spreading the
entire area. Thus, we plan to investigate various approaches that enables our protocol to
appropriately distribute information, where all nodes along a selected direction are able to
receive its’ designated announcement.
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Moreover, in the research beyond this work, it would be interesting to look towards
the special scenarios for particular use cases (e.g. realistically larger denser settings with
longer durations and timely events) to study how close it is to the optimal performance. We
also look forward to evaluate collaborative system design in 2.3 and report the protocols’
behaviour with different localisation errors. However, the ONE simulator comes with
many shortcomings and is not tailored for congested environments; the ONE is a single
threaded program, which cannot exchange messages in a bidirectional manner, exchanging
small sized messages leads to un-utilized throughput and its only able to process node
by node. These issues will likely limit the range of experimentations and evaluation
choices, jeopardizing our future progress. Thus, we aim to reconsider the possibility of
reconstructing the ONE simulator using OMNeT++.
Denial-of-Service attacks on the other hand may affect GeoHawk (same as all the
other routing protocols in opportunistic networks), as there are possibilities of a node
intentionally reporting wrong copy-tickets or wrong movement directions in the network.
Exploring such issue, was beyond the scope of the work in this thesis. Research on
solutions about DoS attacks in geographical routing protocols is a topic for future work.
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